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STATEMENT BY

THE OECD

NISTERIAL COUNCIL

The Council of the OECD met at Ministerial level in

Paris on 20th, 21st and 22nd May, 1970, under
the Chairmanship of M. Valéry Giscard d'Estaing, Minister
of Economy and Finance of France.

In this first Ministerial Meeting of the OECD in the
1970s, Ministers focused attention on the major economic
issues facing Governments of Member countries in the

new decade with regard to developments in both their
own countries and the world economy as a whole.

Short-term Economic Prospects

As a result of policies to combat inflation, output in the
OECD area will rise appreciably less rapidly in 1970 than
the high rates of the past two years. But for most coun¬
tries this only represents a return to a normal rate of
growth. International trade as a whole will probably also
expand at a normal rate.

Ministers noted with concern that prices in the OECD

(continued on page 39)
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ECD's role in co-ordinating economic policies among
Member countries will take on increased importance as a
result of decisions made at the Organisation's first Council
meeting of the 1970''s at Ministerial level.

Ministers agreed that a high order of priority should be given to
damping down inflationary pressures. This will require not only
perseverance by most countries in the immediate future with restrictive
demand management policies, but also the application of supplemen¬
tary policy instruments which can act more selectively on specific
areas, occupations and economic structures in Member countries.
Thus the coming years will see growing emphasis within OECD on
developing more effective manpower policies and incomes policies,
regional and sectoral policies and efforts to increase competition both
nationally and internationally.

Close attention will be paid to the co-ordination of interest rate
changes so that, when opportunities to relax national monetary policies
arise, major new international payments difficulties may be avoided.

The Ministers accepted a proposal of OECD's Secretary General
to set a new growth objective for the 1970''s approximately 65 per
cent for the OECD area as a whole (1). But in setting this object¬
ive, the Ministers explicitly recognised that growth is not an end in
itself but rather an instrument for creating better conditions of life.

During the coining years, therefore, OECD's role will be to
assist governments in formulating policies not only in quantitative
terms but also with regard to the qualitative aims of economic and
social development policies. This means that more attention will
be given to the way in which growing resources are allocated to meet
different and generally competitive social goals such as fair distribu¬
tion of income, security of employment, working conditions, leisure,
the existence ofadequate public services, harmonious social relations,
the level of health and culture and the quality of the environment

factors which are only imperfectly recorded in economic account¬
ing. The Ministers approved the Secretary GeneraVs proposal that
OECD make a systematic attempt to define the qualitative objectives
of economic policy and analyse the related problems of resource allo¬
cation.

More specifically they approvedproposals by the Secretary General
to expand current OECD activities in thefield ofenvironment policies.
Areas presently being investigated include air pollution, water re¬
sources management, unintended occurence of pesticides in the envi¬
ronment, noise, urban development and transport policy. Future
work will deal with the scientific, technical and economic aspects of
the problems.

Moreover, a number of specific studies dealing with pressing and
well defined issues will be undertaken by multi-disciplinary task forces.
Among the suggested topics are the impact of the automobile on the
environment, air pollution from fuel combustion, fertilizers and pesti¬
cides in relation to water pollution. The detailed programme of
work for 1971 will be submitted shortly to OECD''s Council.

One of the main tasks of the next years will be to devise and
then to implement - a comprehensive and coherent development
strategy which views the development problem as a whole and encom-



passes the entire range of relations between the developing and the
developed countries aid, trade, scientific policy, education, agri¬
culture and industry.

The Ministers endorsed this approach which in the first instance
means increasing the volume of resources allocated to development
assistance. The flow of resources from a number of OECD Member
countries to the developing world has already reached the 1 per cent
of GNP set as a target by the Second UNCTAD. (In 1968 this
group included Belgium, France, Germany, the Netherlands and
Switzerland) . Others have adopted the target and set a deadline of
1975 or earlier; Japan joined this group during the Ministerial
meeting.

During the next years there will be more emphasis on increasing
official development assistance. This assistance, as noted by some
of the Ministers, is directly subject to governmental decisions unlike
the total flow of resources, which includes a large element ofprivate
capital. In 1968 no country achieved the . 70 per cent of GNP
figure suggested by the Pearson report, although some countries came
close to doing so and others expect to reach this figure in the near
future.

All Members ofDAC have expressed their intention to raise contri¬
butions to multilateral organisations, taking into account the growing
capacity of these institutions to use funds effectively.

OECD received from the Ministers a mandate to take a new step
forward in improving the conditions on which aid is granted. During
the past year, agreement was reached on new standards for loan
terms ; in the coming year significant progress should be made on the
difficult problem of aid tying. It was agreed by the Ministers that
tying of aid can significantly diminish its value and effectiveness and
that joint steps must be taken within the Organisation to reduce this
obstacle : the DAC will now direct its efforts to working out specific
guidelines for the removal of procurement restrictions. The object¬
ive is participation by all donor countries in a common effort to
reduce existing restrictions, informal as well as formal, to the maxi¬
mum extent possible.

Finally, as a result of agreement reached by Ministers, the way
has been cleared for new progress in opening up the markets of the
developed countries to the products of the developing nations. Since
the principle ofgranting generalised tariffpreferences to the develop¬
ing countries was adopted by the Members of OECD, work has
focussed on the precise terms on which these preferences should be
granted and on the mechanisms involved.

A major obstacle was overcome at the Ministerial meeting when it
was agreed to base the system ofpreferences on comparable efforts by
all preference-granting countries rather than on common mechanisms.
Guidance given by Ministers should make it possible to finish the
preparatory work in the near future. Once the system has been put
into place, OECD will continue its work of co-ordination among
the developed countries and set up review machinery to ensure that the
objective of comparable efforts is in fact achieved.

(1) The basis for this proposal was an analysis made by Working
Party Two of OECD's Economic Policy Committee, see page 19.



FISCAL

POLICY IN

OECD

COUNTRIES
In iç68 a group oj high-level experts
appointed by the OECD made a series of
recommendations intended to help Member
governments improve their use of fiscal
policy.(i) Now each country's views and
experiences with respect to these recommend¬
ations are being weighed by the Economic
and Development Reviezv Committee and
thefindings for some countries summarised
in the OECD Economic Surveys ofMember
countries. The following is based on the
reports which have appeared sofar this year
- those on Switzerland, Spain, Ireland and
Iceland.

(i) The group included Prof. J. Zijlstra. until his appointment
as Prime Minister of the Netherlands; Prof. Walter Heller,

the US ; Prof. Cornelis Goedhart, the Netherlands ; Air. ( jiiillaume

Guindey, France; Prof. Heinz Haller, Switzerland; Mr. Jean
van Houtte, Belgium; Prof. Assar Findbeck, Sweden; Prof.
Richard Sayers, the UK; Prof. Sergio Steve, Italy . They were
assisted by Prof. Bent Hansen, of the University of California
and this study is published in "Fiscal Policy for a Balanced
Economy". Another volume, "Fiscal Policy in Seven Countries

1955-65" prepared by Prof. Hansen, has also been published.

If the full potential of fiscal measures as an econo¬
mic policy instrument is to be realised, three
things are necessary, OECD's experts on fiscal pol¬
icy have suggested.

First : Greater public understanding - - which means
improved economic forecasting and analysis, greater dif¬
fusion of information on expected trends and a clearer
presentation to Parliament and the wider public of the
budget and its likely impact on demand.

Second : Better co-ordination between fiscal and

monetary policies, between the various institutions

concerned with economic policy and between policy
makers and forecasters.

Third : More flexibility in public spending and taxation,
so as to offset fluctuations in investment and consump¬
tion; flexibility in debt management and in the ability
to direct fiscal measures to selected regions and sectors.

How well are OECD Member countries performing in
the light of these recommendations ? The policies of
seven countries (1) were examined by the experts. The
follow-up reports being carried out by the Economic and
Development Review Committee include the following
comments on the policies of four others.

Switzerland -

Highly Decentralised Government

Economic policy-making in Switzerland is seriously ham¬
pered by the inadequacy or lack of instruments. This can
be traced to institutional, political and psychological factors,
as well as to particular aspects of Swiss history. Switzerland
is constitutionally and effectively a Confederation of autono¬
mous entities, allowing for only a limited degree of centrali¬
sation. The Federal Government's gross share in total
public finance amounts to only one-third and the type and
size of revenue the Confederation can levy are defined in the
Constitution, which can only be changed by the cumbersome
referendum procedure. About 40 per cent of fiscal revenue
is accorded the Confederation on a " temporary basis ".
The ordinary receipts of the Confederation consist largely
of revenue from indirect taxation, customs duties and the
defence tax on income. These taxes are not particularly well
suited to demand management purposes. There is still a
lack of public understanding of the problems of demand
management and the role which the public sector could play.

For a long period, this state of affairs seemed compatible
with a healthy economic development. Indeed, Switzer¬
land's post-war economic history represents an outstanding
example of a market economy which, during a period of
about fifteen years, achieved and reconciled the main goals
of economic policy without major policy intervention, but
this picture was disturbed when the 1960-61 boom got under
way. The steepening trend of demand involved heavy pres¬
sure on domestic resources. Prices and costs rose substantially
and the current balance of payments deteriorated rapidly

(1) Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Sweden, the United
Kingdom and the United States.



despite vigorously growing exports. In sharp contrast to
earlier periods of business upswing, public finance did not
move in a counter-cyclical manner. The effects of built-in
budget stabilisers were over-compensated for by tax cuts and
a marked stepping up of public spending programmes in
response to the pressing need to improve the Swiss infra¬
structure which, during the Fifties, had been allowed to
deteriorate substantially relative to current requirements.

Introduction of a Stabilisation Programme in 1964 was an
acknowledgment of the fact that the Swiss economy could
no longer be controlled by the traditional policy means.
More importantly, it marked the beginning of a general
reorientation of economic policies. The programme was
devised as a stop-gap measure to gain time while new instru¬
ments of demand management were to be prepared. It
included a number of emergency measures which for a limit¬
ed period of time enlarged the legal basis for policy action.
The need to accord the authorities a more permanent set of
adequate policy instruments has since remained in the fore
of public debate, but progress in this direction has been
rather limited over the last few years, notably in the field of
fiscal policy.

Some pre-conditions, in the field of statistics, for the for¬
mulation of fiscal policy have been established in recent
years. Since 1967, the Central Government's budget ac¬
counts and proposals have been classified by broad economic
categories forming the basis for the new current exercise of
medium-term projections. Improvements in the statistical
recording of current budget activities are in preparation.
But the present practice of presenting the budget documents
without revised estimates of the likely outturn of the previous
year's budget renders the assessment of budgetary effects
difficult, especially if initial estimates are much out of line
with actual trends.

While it may thus be hoped that the remaining statistical
obstacles to adequate economic analysis will be removed
within a reasonably short period of time, other more funda¬
mental constraints under which the Federal Authorities are

operating would seem more difficult to overcome. Under
the present constitutional arrangements, neither the Federal
Government nor the Parliament can make discretionary

changes in tax rates, tax allowances and Social Security con¬
tributions, or introduce new taxes. Legislative procedures
are particularly time-consuming in Switzerland, and the prac¬
tice in some other countries of back-dating tax changes to the
moment when proposals were first made is not considered by
the Swiss authorities as an appropriate way to increase the
timeliness of tax changes. A revision of the " Financial
Order " of the Confederation along lines recently proposed
by the Government would enable the Parliament to change
turnover and defence tax rates by 10 per cent below and
above the constitutionally fixed limits without approval by
way of referendum. But even if the bill is passed, the influence
of the Government on private demand would still appear to
be much more limited than in most other countries. The

Swiss authorities would profitably draw on the experience
of certain other countries e.g. Sweden, where the Invest¬
ment Reserve Fund Scheme provides an example of a means
of influencing the timing of private investment without chang¬
ing tax rates or allowances.

The automatic response of income tax revenue to changes
in economic trends is relatively slow in Switzerland, because
neither the taxation of business profits nor the collection of
income taxes on wages and salaries have been put on a
" pay-as-you-earn " basis.

The Swiss authorities recognise the desirability of shorten¬
ing as much as possible the lags in payments but would not
seem ready to abandon the present system of self-assessment.

It is to be noted, however, that the destabilising features of
the Federal income tax are offset by the relatively high cycli¬
cal sensitivity of the turnover tax reflecting the fact that
there are important tax exemptions at the consumer level but
that investment goods are fully taxed and account for some
50 per cent of sales tax revenue.

At the Federal level, the degree of flexibility of spending
would also seem to be extremely limited, and the type of
expenditure is not particularly suited for demand manage¬
ment purposes.

The weight of local authorities in the public sector high¬
lights both their own responsibility in the field of economic
policy and the need for an adequate co-ordination of stabili¬
sation measures at all levels of government. Otherwise
an undue share of cyclical adjustment is bound to fall on the
private sector. The Federal Government can exert little
direct influence on the financial policies of Cantons and mun¬
icipalities; but there would seem to be scope for a closer co¬
operation and better exchange of information between the
different public bodies without weakening the local autonomy
which is so marked a characteristic of Swiss life.

Spain -
The Budget as an Instrument of

Accounting and Control

After the world war, the Spanish economy was faced with
severe structural imbalances and capacity shortages. The
longer-term goals of economic growth and structural trans¬
formation adopted by the authorities had important conse¬
quences for the formulation of budget policy, whereas the
management of demand in the shorter run was mainly to be
effected by a complex system of administrative controls.
The Stabilisation Plan of 1959, by abolishing most of these
controls and liberalising a substantial part of current exter¬
nal transactions, left the economy more exposed to conjunc-
tural fluctuations, enhancing the role of general demand
management policies.

Short-term demand management did not raise serious
problems until 1965-1966, mainly because there were unuti¬
lised resources to draw upon and because the gradual dete¬
rioration of the current external account associated with the

unprecedented strong advance of economic activity was
being financed by long-term capital imports. In early 1966,
however, the persistence of inflationary pressures and the
appearance of a balance of payments deficit led the autho¬
rities to take restrictive monetary measures, whereas the
public sector continued to exert an expansionary impact,
even though certain measures designed to reduce public
expenditure plans were announced.

Even if the Government had wanted to use the budget as a
major policy instrument to stabilise the economy instead of
just an instrument of accounting and control, the scope of
action was, and continues to be, rather limited. Indeed, the

budgetary system is not well adapted to the requirements of
modern economic policy. Total expenditure (current and
capital, including public enterprises) represents as much as



one-quarter of GNP, but there is little short-term flexibility,
partly due to the biennial budget system in use, and partly
because of the growing demand for public services, social
infrastructure and the like. The tax base is relatively nar¬
row : according to preliminary estimates central government
tax revenue in 1969 amounted to only 12 per cent of GNP
compared to a ratio of 19 per cent for OECD Member coun¬
tries as a whole, with indirect taxes accounting for 67 per
cent of the total. Considerable improvements seem to be
called for if demand management policy is to succeed in
combining a high level of economic activity with a satisfac¬
tory degree of internal and external financial stability.

Public understanding

Considerable progress has been made in recent years in
the field of economic statistics, but the size and complexity
attained by the Spanish economy require further improve¬
ments if an adequate assessment is to be made of structural
changes and current trends.

The appraisal of current economic trends and short-term

prospects is undertaken in different parts of the administra¬
tion, but there is no central unit yet with primary responsi¬
bility for synthesising the separate assessments and preparing
an agreed official forecast as a basis for coherent policy deci¬
sions. Publications of such a forecast would stimulate public
debate and contribute to better understanding of the need for
policy changes.

According to the budget procedure established by law
in 1950, the budget is presented by the executive to parliament
every two years. The system of biennal budgets may per¬
haps present advantages from other points of view, but is
clearly inadequate if the budget is to be used as an instrument
of demand management. A yearly budget would be a more
flexible policy instrument ; and it would entail a more frequent
appraisal of the economic situation and short-term prospects,
improving the possibility of early detection and correction
of disequilibria.

Co-ordination

The obstacles to better co-ordination of fiscal and mone¬

tary policy are not of an institutional nature as in 1962 the
Bank of Spain was nationalised and placed under the control
of the Ministry of Finance. However, there has not been

sufficient awareness of the importance of demand manage¬
ment in general and of the role to be played by public
finance. This may partly explain the pursuance in certain
cases of policies with divergent trends, and the preponde¬
rance in general of monetary policies to correct economic
disequilibria.

It is hoped that recent official statements concerning closer
co-ordination among different ministeries will lead soon to
practical results.

Flexibility

The lack of short-term flexibility on the expenditure side
has been a noticeable feature over the last 10 to 15 years.
Public expenditure has been increasing rapidly and may be
expected to continue to do so in part because of increased
demand for public services including education and the
public investment programme contained in the Second Deve¬

lopment Plan. Nevertheless it should be possible to vary the
rate of increase in the light of demand management require

ments. But the greater need is to increase appreciably the
share of national income absorbed by taxation which is at
present very low compared with that of many other Member
countries. The lack of a sufficiently broad tax base consti¬
tutes in Spain an important obstacle to an effective demand
management policy. The relatively low and declining share
of direct taxes in total revenue reduces considerably the role
of the budget as an " automatic stabiliser ". Moreover, in
view of the difficulty of using indirect taxes as a means to
influence private consumption (because of the effect on prices
and the usual link between prices and wages) the low direct
taxation limits the scope for counter-cyclical changes in taxa¬
tion affecting private consumption. The low yield of direct
taxation is partly due to the fact that wage earners are practi¬
cally exempt from direct taxes, but also probably to a signi¬
ficant degree of tax evasion. The system of " global assess¬
ment " (1) applied to a large proportion of direct and indirect
taxes has reduced considerably both the level of tax yield and
the responsiveness of tax revenue to changes in the rate of
expansion. The encouraging results of recent changes in the
system seem to confirm this view.

Ireland -

Emphasis on Fiscal Policy
as an Aid to Growth

Given the relatively large agricultural sector and the per¬
sistence of under-employment and emigration in the Irish
economy, government policy has naturally been directed
towards the long-term structural objective of industrial
development, but fiscal policy has also been used for demand
management purposes.

The long-term development programmes which are
published every four or five years, together with reviews of
progress, set the general targets and guidelines for govern¬
ment policy. The annual budget is prepared within the
framework of these programmes and macro-economic short-
term forecasts.

The budget is divided between a current account and a
capital programme; the current budget excludes services
which are financed through extra-budgetary funds, such as
the Social Insurance Fund, having independent sources of
revenue; but state contributions to these funds appear on the
current budget, which is operated so as to aim at a balance
between revenues and expenditures.

The capital budget embraces not only the capital
expenditure of the central Government but also those of

local authorities and state enterprises and extra-budgetary
funds, irrespective of the source of finance. It is the policy
of the Government to use public and private savings in so
far as possible to finance the capital budget and to depend
on short-term bank finance and marginally foreign
credit for the rest.

(1) Tax liability of certain direct and indirect taxes are assess¬
ed globally by negotiations between the tax authorities and
representatives of each profession and business categories.
This has resulted in considerable delays in obtaining desired
increases in tax yields. The area of application of global
assessment was reduced in the last two years but it remains still
rather significant.

S



Economie assessments prepared by the Department of
Finance, the Central Bank, the Economic Research Institute
and the National Industrial Economic Council (2) provide the
Parliament and the public with information on current trends
and prospects for the coming year.

Short-term macro-economic forecasts prepared within
the Department of Finance and national account versions of
the budget are not published; nor are quantitative estimates
of the economic impact of the current and capital budget.
Although the broad aims of budgetary policy are set out in
the budget statement, it is possible that public understanding
would be facilitated by clear summary statements for pur¬
poses of economic analysis in particular, to enable the
legislature to take a comprehensive view of the budget propos¬
als, a consolidated statement of both the current and the
capital budget, including the monetary implications, might
be appropriate. There is a need to further improve the
range and timing of current economic statistics, and a Com¬
mittee on Statistical Priorities has been set up to deal with
this.

The central role of the Department of Finance in the
formation of financial and economic policies makes for a
high degree of co-ordination between central government
agencies, while the inclusion of local authorities and State
bodies within the capital programme, together with the regu¬
latory and financial powers of the Departments of Local
Government and Health, help to ensure harmonisation of
the actions of all public bodies into a general framework for
demand management purposes.

Indirect taxes account for two-thirds of central govern¬
ment tax revenues, and of this, the bulk is derived from
customs and excise duties on a narrow range of commodities

tobacco, oil, beer and spirits. This has made for a tax
system which responds rather weakly to economic variations.
However, the automatic growth of direct tax yields and the
introduction of more broadly based sales taxes are helping
progressively to redress the balance.

As government policy has been especially concerned with
the longer term objectives of promoting structural change
and economic and social development, the tax system has
been extensively used to encourage productive investment
and exports. In pursuing these goals, however, the major
role has been played by the public capital programme, which
amounts to about 50 per cent of gross domestic fixed capital
formation, and through its inducement effects, influences a
further 25 per cent. Although it is exceedingly difficult, and
may be wasteful, to reduce the programme at short notice,
a powerful influence can nonetheless be exerted by stabi¬
lising or controlling the rate of expansion of the programme.

A comprehensive system of tax concessions and state aid
thus ensures a high degree of flexibility in the use of fiscal
instruments for the allocation of resources to productive
investment, encouragement of exports, regional development
etc. The number of projects falling within the public capital
programme has, for some years, been consistently in excess
of the available capital resources and there is, consequently,
no current need for a specific contingency reserve of projects
which could be initiated in times of slack demand.

While wages and salaries are taxed on a pay-as-you-earn
basis, the question of placing the taxation of traders and
professional people on a current payment basis is under con-

(2) An advisory body, representative of the public sector, trade
unions and employers.

sideration. Corporate taxes are paid with a 9-21 months lag
and could, therefore, have a destabilising economic impact
although their relative importance is not great.

The social security system has not in the past been con¬
sidered an appropriate instrument of demand management.
The policy has been to allocate an increasing proportion of
a rising GNP to social security, until the services provided
are considered adequate in relation to general living stand¬
ards and international practices. The social insurance fund
is financed jointly from central taxation and by flat-rate con¬
tributions by employers and employees, and benefits are on
a flat-rate basis, rates of construction being generally changed
in line with benefit changes. All these features tend to mini¬
mise the contracyclical effects of the system.

Parliamentary procedures enable tax proposals to be
treated promptly, government has power to vary certain taxes
(mainly customs and excise) by decree.

Iceland -

Unpredictable economic conditions

The one-sidedness of the Icelandic economy with its heavy

dependence on fisheries, and the limited resources which a
small population can effort to devote to government admi¬
nistration have influenced the choice of taxes and tax

collection.

It has been a principle of fiscal policy that estimated tax
revenue shall balance current and investment expenditure.
Apart from its power to adjust the scale of taxable income
brackets and determine the price of liquor and tobacco, the
Government may not change taxation or expenditure without
the prior approval of Parliament.

Two features distinguish the Icelandic tax system from
those of other industrialised countries. First, direct taxes

yield only about one-third of total tax revenue : for Central
Government the share is even smaller. Second, among in¬
direct taxes, import duties play a significant role, yielding
more than one-fifth of total tax revenue.

Public understanding

No comprehensive official economic forecasting has been
developed or integrated into the budget process. However,
the dependence of economic activity on natural and climatic
factors which are difficult to foresee, makes forecasting un¬
certain. The working out of several forecasts, based on
alternative assumptions with regard to catches, fish prices
etc. could offer a solution to these problems. Although the
size of the economy and shortage of research and administra¬
tive staff limit the Government's activities in this field, some

strengthening might be possible.

Generally, parliamentary and public debates of budgetary
matters have been conducted on a narrow fiscal basis; steps

recently taken to present the budget in a wider economic
context should improve the quality of the proceedings.

However, the government budget proper does not com¬
prise all government financial activities : some loan-financed
public investment is sanctioned by specific legislation, usually
a few months after the Budget is passed. A preliminary
estimate of this programme accompanies the Budget pro¬
posal, and it is the intention gradually to incorporate all



such activities in the Budget. This extra-budgetary invest¬
ment programme gives rise to the following comments in
the light of the experts' recommendations.

In principle, it is desirable that the planning of govern¬
ment expenditure should be integrated into the ordinary
budget procedure. To facilitate analysis of the economic
impact of the budget and related policies, a consolidated
survey of all financial activities should be made.

The question might be raised whether extra-budgetary
funds complicate the implementation of coherent economic
policies, as the allocation of resources through the budget
on the one hand and the extra-budgetary programme on the
other may not be fully consistent with one another.

Co-ordination

Generally, Icelandic practices seem to conform well with
the recommendations in this field. However, there is a large
number of fiscally independent municipalities 227 in all

and there may as a result be a problem of establishing
coherent policies for the whole public sector. A municipal
reform is envisaged reducing the number to 80 and this may
facilitate the task. It might be desirable to include local
authority activities more directly in the Government's policy
formulation.

"Co-operation is

Flexibility

An overriding problem in Iceland has been the lack of sta¬

bility in production, domestic demand and prices, reflecting
fluctuations in fish catches and export prices. To achieve
better stability, the " built-in stabilisers " of the fiscal system
could be strengthened, and greater flexibility may be neces¬
sary in the use of discretionary fiscal measures.

In some respects the existing tax system may have a de¬
stabilising impact. Income taxes are generally paid with a
one-year lag (based on the preceding year's income). Within
the year, moreover, tax payments may vary sharply. A more
rapid collection of sales taxes may also be considered and
the introduction of a pay-as-you-earn system has been under
consideration for some time. This work should be accele¬

rated.

For the fishing industry, a newly-established Price Equal¬
isation Fund could help to stabilise the growth of disposable
income and business fixed investment.

Government authority to vary investment incentives ac¬
cording to countercyclical criteria would be useful, provid¬
ing that enterprises become strong enough financially to
accumulate funds for that purpose. Government authority
to vary tax rates without the prior approval of Parliament
could be particularly useful in Iceland where demand and
other economic conditions are liable to change unexpectedly.
Given the structure of tax revenue, notably the fact that
indirect taxes account for two-thirds of the total, it would
seem important for the Government to be authorised to
change indirect taxes. However, there is now an automatic
link between price increases and wage settlements, and this
complicates the use of indirect taxes as a means of influencing
demand. It may therefore be a matter for consideration,
whether this link should be made less close. It would seem

particularly important to permit changes in indirect taxes
without compensatory changes in wages. If this should not
prove possible, the question may be raised whether it would
be desirable from the point of view of demand management
to increase the relative importance of direct taxation.
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our Business" - A new film about OECD

. . : :

"Many factors affect the world's

prosperity all must be consid¬

ered, but the most important is

the co-operation, in economic

and financial policies, amongst

the major industrial powers..."

"The developing countries' main

source of money to buy food and

other goods they need so badly
is trade with the OECD coun¬

tries. But everywhere they meet
barriers. It is unreasonable to

expect any one country to abol¬
ish its barriers. But if all twenty-
odd Member countries reduced

them together..."

These are two extracts from

the script of the new film
produced by OECD to

explain its nature and what

it sets out do do. In striking colour¬
ful form, with the use of charts and

diagrams, animated sequences and
on-the-spot comparisons of the ways
of life of, for example, an American

bus driver and his Indian counterpart,

the film demonstrates how co-opera¬

tion among the Organisation's Mem¬
ber countries helps their economic
advancement and enables them to

improve their trade and give a helping
hand to the poorer countries of the
world.

What happens when towns be¬
come over-crowded and the coun-

1. "One ol the most etlective ways ol solving
problems is to talk them over with knowled¬
geable and responsible people who have
similar problems. "

2. "OECD countries produce two-thirds ol all
the world's industrial output... 70 % ol all
trade... 90 % of the aid received by the deve¬
loping countries. "

"Tariff walls to stop imports... eventually a
war situation would develop with everyone
against everyone."

"The most basic need is for education..."

I 'ii-iiiiilMiimMl<ii I in I I
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5. and 6. "It is odd to have to worry about sur¬
plus food when hundreds of millions are
hungry."

7. "// you are a Norwegian... you have
7000 watts to light your way. If you live in
the Yemen... only two watts."

8. "Pollution... economic in the broad sense, and
common to ail developed countries."

tryside depopulated? How can the
ravages of pollution of the human
environment be checked? How can

the building of tariff walls between
one country and another be avoided ?

How can adequate numbers of re¬
search scientists, economists and soc¬

iologists required to service all as¬
pects of the economic drive be en¬

sured? Can food supplies be redis¬
tributed so that there is no longer a
surplus in one country while in another
millions are hungry?

These and many other aspects of
human existence and endeavour illus¬

trate the interdependence of the
peoples of all countries, whether rich

or poor. To make the most of this

sense of interdependence and the

possibilities it opens up, one thing is
required : co-operation.

And "co-operation is our business"
the business of OECD. How this

co-operation has grown since the
early days of the Marshall Plan, and

how future activities are programmed
to keep up the momentum of econo¬

mic growth and development aid, are
explained in the new film, stills from

which are shown on these pages.

- Technical Data

"Co-operation is our Busi¬
ness" is filmed in Technicolor and

runs for 23 minutes. It was film¬

ed during 1969 in France, Ja¬
pan, the United Kingdom, the
United States, India and the

Phillipines. Production Consul¬

tants were Anthony Gilkison As¬
sociates, and the film was written

and directed by Peter de Nor-

manville. Editor, Terence Twigg ;
animation by Stewart Hardy
Films; designed by Ian Armour
Chelu; music, Oskar Sala; pho¬
tographed by Arthur Wooster.

For detailed information write to

the Film Section of OECD, 2, rue

André-Pascal, 75 - Paris (16),
France.
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NEW

INFORMATION ON

THE WORLD'S

FINANCIAL

MARKETS

Recent studies by OECD on the functioning ofcapital mar¬
tlets in Member countries (i) have shown that one of the
most important obstacles to efficiency ofthese markets in mobi¬
lisingfunds and channelling them to needed investment is a
lack of information. In many countries national data are
incomplete and their quality uneven, but even where the
statistics are more complete, international comparison is
difficult ; many ofthe relevant items are to be found only in
unpublished sources or scatteredamonga multitude ofnation¬
alpublications, in many languages andprepared on differ¬
ing bases.
Tofill the information gap, a group offinancial experts (2)
appointed by OECD's Invisible Transactions Committee
recommendedpublication ofa new collection ofstatistics con¬
taining what they considered to be the most needed informa¬
tion in the most usefulform. The publication "OECD Finan¬
cialStatistics"willappearbi-annually in French andEnglish
and willcontain 75 tables on if countries and the increasingly
important international markets ; detailed explanatory notes
are intended to help interpret the data and also describe the
institutional setting. It is hoped that the publication itself
will help to improve the functioning of the world s capital
markets.

(1) Capital Markets Study, OECD, Paris 1967-69, plus a series of individual country studies now
underway of which those on Germany and Austria have been published.

(2) From die central banks, finance ministries and statistical bureaus of 1 7 countries and four other
international organisations.

The choice of possible in¬
vestment outlets open
lo banks, corporations,
insurance companies,

pension funds, investment trusts
and other large institutional inves¬
tors has been wider in recent years
than ever before. The range of
possibilities extends well beyond
national frontiers to the financial

markets of other countries and the

growing Euro-market; by the
same token, potential borrowers
national and local governments as
well as business firms have also

widened their horizons.

This growing internationalisa¬
tion of the capital markets has
revealed an acute need for inter¬

nationally comparable information
on the conditions in various mar¬

kets and the relation between

financial activity and the underly¬
ing economic trends.

OECD's new volume of financial

statistics is intended to meet this

need by centralising scattered stat¬
istics, reconciling them one with
the other, placing them in a
context which shows the supply
and demand for funds in the va¬

rious sectors of the economy and
integrating them into a common
framework. Since it is based on

the most up-to-date statistical
conceptions, the new series will
not only provide information but
also serve as a model for countries

desirous of improving the presen¬
tation and scope of their own
financial reporting.

Typical of the information to
be found in the series of tables,
drawn from 100 national and inter¬

national sources, are the following
items :

Of the 16 OECD Member coun¬

tries for which figures are available,
Japan and France rank second
after the United States in the

value of shares issued (with the
equivalent of $1.5 billion for each
as against $8.4 billion for the U.S.),
Italy next ($1.2 billion) followed by
Germany and the United Kingdom.

Euro-bond issues amounted to

12 per cent of all European bond
issues in 1969.

More than 80 per cent of all
shares outstanding in the United
States are owned by households,
only 15 per cent by domestic
financial institutions.

The value of securities issued by
open-end investment trusts in Ger-
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many more than tripled between
1967 and 1968 and doubled again
in 1969. In France the value of

SICAV shares issued increased

tenfold over the same period.
In Canada almost one third of

total outstanding bonds of private
companies and a fifth of govern¬
ment bonds are held by insurance
companies and pension funds.

In Spain official credit insti¬
tutions provide about 35 per cent
of the economy's long-term lend¬
ing.
e In Denmark, central, state and

local government bonds are negli¬
gible in amount less than 1 per
cent of total net issues in 1969, for

example.

The Information
Presented

and its Context

As suggested by the financial
experts, OECD's statistics stress
the role played by the financial
system in the economy as a whole
and hence are presented within
the framework of the national

accounts system recently elaborat¬
ed by OECD and the United Na-
fions(l) (but in considerably grea¬
ter detail). This means that a
single table (see Table 1) is the
keystone of the entire volume,
most of the other tables being

linked it to; in this one table the
reader can see at a glance the
amount of capital formation and
savings in the economy, the flow
of credit between sources and

users, the money supply, the bal¬
ance of payments, and the finan¬
cial operations of government, the
central bank and the country's
other financial institutions. It

answers questions such as : to
what extent does business depend
on credit as against self-financing ?
What is the importance of security
markets as against public credit
programmes or specialised finan¬
cial institutions in financing capi¬
tal formation? Do individuals as

a group invest in marketable secu¬
rities in preference to bank depo¬
sits or insurance? What are the

respective shares of the govern¬
ment and the private sector in the
allocation of available funds ?

What is the role of international

financial flows in the domestic
credit structure ?

A second type of information
chosen by the experts as essential
for understanding financial struc¬
tures is a wider selection of interest

rates than has heretofore been

available, those that are most re¬

presentative of the cost of borrow¬
ing and of potential returns on
investment, both short and long
term. Thus in the case of the

most highly developed financial
markets, up to 15 different rates

are given, including, for example
the rates for certificates of deposit
in the US, debt certificates in the

Netherlands (onderhandse lenin-
gen), subsidised and non-subsidis¬

ed loans to industry by special
credit institutions in Italy, and
savings deposits in a number of
countries. Share yields on several
markets are also given.

Finally the statistics will include
information on new securities issu¬

ed as well as the total amount

outstanding; on rates and value
of security issues on the interna¬
tional markets which for the first

time will be made compatible with
data published by national autho¬
rities. Other information will be

presented as it becomes available.

Il is hoped that these statistics
will help not only those actively
engaged in dealing on the financial
markets but economic forecasters

and other research workers. For

national authorities, they should
provide greater perspective in
studying the functioning of their
own capital markets by permitting
a comparison with those of other
countries. Finally the new series
should permit a more thorough
tracing through of the likely conse¬
quences of given policy measures.

(1) See " A New System of
National Accounts ", OECD Obser¬

ver, No. 44, February 1970.
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TOWARDS AN ALIGNMENT

OF EUROPEAN

HIGHWAY CODES

After ten years of persistent endeavour, co-ordination of road traffic
rules and road signs and signals in Europe is about to enter a decisive
phase : in the course of this year an agreement will be submitted for
signature not only to the European Members of OECD but to all
European countries, including those of the Eastern bloc. This
agreement, which is to be concluded within the framework of the
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, is largely based

on the proposals drawn up earlier by the European Conference of
Ministers of Transport (ECMT). Throughout the negotiations the
Conference has acted as a central forum for the exchange of ideas

and experience. It has suggested to the participating countries
that it continue to play this role as trends in traffic conditions call
for the adjustment of domestic legislation.

The first endeavours at interna¬

tional co-ordination of high¬
way codes were set in mo¬
tion by the United Nations.

These led in 1949 to the signing of
world conventions on road traffic and

road signs and signals. Ten years
later the texts of these accords were

still unchanged, and the Benelux
countries thought it time to sound the
alarm. They warned that rapidly

changing traffic conditions were res¬
ponsible for a growing divergence of
road legislation in Europe which was
likely to cause an increasing number

of accidents simply because of the
growth of tourism and international

trade traffic. Accordingly, in 1960
the Benelux countries proposed that

domestic legislation should be co¬

ordinated. The Council of Europe
immediately endorsed this suggestion

and the ECMT embarked on a lengthy
process of alignment (1).

The work covered two fields : road

traffic and road signs and signals. As
the ministerial meetings succeeded

one another, agreement was reached
on new questions and the provisions
thus established were incorporated
into the various national codes : use

of vehicle lights, steps to be taken
in the event of an accident, distance to

be kept between certain vehicles,
behaviour of road users at level cross¬

ings, procedure on motorways, load¬
ing of vehicles and marking of loads,
and so forth.

Several points had thus been settled

among the fourteen countries belong¬
ing to the restricted group of ECMT
when in 1965 the United Nations

announced its intention of revising
the world conventions of 1949, an

exercise which was to be completed
in Vienna at the end of 1968. This

made it necessary for ECMT to see
that the decisions taken at world level

did not prejudice the results already
obtained in the European context, and
it decided to submit a consistent and

comprehensive set of regulations for
consideration at the United Nations

negotiations.

This enterprise brought positive re¬
sults : the new world conventions

signed on 8th November, 1968, took
full account, or in some cases as near

as not, of almost all the amendments

which ECMT countries had requested
in order to safeguard the co-ordination
they had already achieved among
themselves.

Even before these conventions were

signed, the United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe had decided
to define them in specifically regional
terms and draw up a European agree¬
ment on road traffic and road signs and

signals. To prevent duplication of
work, ECE agreed to base its Euro¬
pean pact on the draft prepared by
ECMT countries. In return, those

countries said they would not conclude
a specific international convention if
there was a possibility of alignment
with ECE. This, then, was an oppor¬

tunity to co-ordinate not just the

legislation of west European countries
but that of all Europe including the
eastern countries, which belong to

ECE (see box).

As it had done prior to the Vienna
negotiations, ECMT set to work so
that its members might put a draft
European agreement before the other
ECE countries at Geneva. This time,

however, it was a question of supple¬
menting and clarifying for European
purposes a large number of articles in
the world conventions already conclu¬
ded. These conventions had in some

cases left the signatories the possi¬
bility of choosing between two or more

solutions acknowledged as valid,

adopting or not adopting certain rules
presented in the form of simple recom¬
mendations and introducing additional
or more specific regulations.

The ECMT countries jointly exer¬
cised these options choosing, for
example, the octagonal red "Stop"
sign came to a decision on the
various recommendations and added

further specifications wherever these
were considered necessary as, for

instance, making official the green
signboard marked with an E to desig¬
nate the main European trunk roads.

These, then, are the texts which the

thirty-one countries of the Economic
Commission for Europe will be invited
to sign at Geneva. Their agreement
would mark the success of the first

attempt at co-ordinating the highway

codes of all European countries.

Two points need to be remembered,
however. First, the agreements will
not make their effect felt for some

time. Once they are ratified by the
different countries, domestic legisla¬
tion will have to be amended accord¬

ingly and a period of adjustment on
the part of road users allowed. In
the case of road signs and signals, the
Vienna agreements allowed the con¬

tracting parties 15 years in which to
replace in their territories "any sign,
symbol, installation or marking which
does not conform to the system pre¬
scribed". The Geneva agreements

will allow a period of not more than

10 years. In Sweden, eight years
elapsed between the time it was deci¬
ded to change to driving on the right
hand side of the road and the actual

implementation of that decision ; in

(1 ) For this purpose a restricted group was
set up within ECMT comprising regresenta-
tives of fourteen countries : Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Luxem¬
bourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland and the United King¬
dom.
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MEMBER COUNTRIES OF THE UNITED NATIONS 	,

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR EUROPE (GENEYA)
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA °* NETHERLANDS USSR

°* DENMARK

° FINLAND

°* NORWAY * YUGOSLAVIA

POLAND

°* FRANCE °* PORTUGAL * ECMT
°* FR GERMANY RUMANIA ° OECD
°* GREECE °* SPAIN

the interval 100,000 road signs had
been changed.

The second point to be borne in
mind is that the agreements do not
represent a single European highway
code applicable to all countries. All

rules of the road carry penalties for
infringement, the content of which

reflects the general principles that
underlie a nation's penal laws. Since
these principles differ from country to
country, any so-called uniform law
would have no more than the out¬

ward appearance of uniformity. The

judicial authorities in each country
would retain the right to interpret its
provisions as they saw fit, and there

would be no guarantee that judicial
practice would not differ on major
issues. The establishment of a single
European judiciary is clearly not prac¬
ticable either, because of the enor¬

mous number of traffic infringements
and the absence of a common basis of

general principles in regard to penal
law.

The system envisaged will allow
governments to introduce into each

country's legislation uniform, jointly
adopted principles in the form and

in the terms consistent with the penal
laws in force. It will be supple¬
mented by a flexible procedure for
amendment of the common rules

adopted, so that these may be consist¬
ently adjusted to new circumstances
arising from social and technological
trends through a procedure of mutual
consultation on the application of the
common rules in domestic legislation.

Road traffic is in a process of con¬
stant development. Progress in in¬
frastructure, improvements in vehicle
construction and traffic techniques,
and the ever mounting number of
vehicles on the road are obliging gov¬
ernments to adjust their road traffic
legislation constantly. So that the
co-ordination about to enter its first

major phase is not vitiated by discre¬
pant national trends, some permanent
forum where the authorities of diffe¬

rent countries could freely exchange
and compare ideas is clearly neces¬
sary. ECMT considers that it could

fulfil this function on a permanent
basis, as it did during the ten years
which brought the first European road
traffic agreement into being.

SOME OF THE SIGNS FIGURING IN THE AGREEMENT

BEGINNING AND END

OF A BUILT-UP AREA

Signboards telling road users
that the special regulations per¬
taining to built-up areas are to
be observed from the first sign
up until the last sign (except in
cases where different regula¬
tions are specified by other
signs on certain sections of
road within the area).

ROAD FOR MOTOR

VEHICLES

AND

END OF ROAD FOR

MOTOR VEHICLES

The first sign shall be placed at
the point where special traffic
rules begin to apply on roads,
other than motorways, which
are reserved for motor vehicle

traffic and do not serve pro¬
perties bordering on the road.
The second shall be placed at
the point where these rules cease
to apply.

STOP

©
PRIORITY

FOR ONCOMING TRAFFIC

AND

PRIORITY

OVER ONCOMING TRAFFIC

The first sign means that entry into a narrow
section of road is prohibited so long as it is
not possible to pass through that section
without obliging oncoming vehicles to stop.
It shall be set up only in cases where drivers
can see the whole length of the section
clearly both at night and by day.

STOP

The reasons that militated in favour of this

sign were that it was easier to see and
read (the letters being twice as large as
those on the old sign), more intelligible
from both sides (because of its special
shape) even if covered with snow, and
less costly. Finally, in view of the impor¬
tance of the sign, it was necessary to
devise one that would be the same throu¬

ghout the world.

DANGER

WARNING PICTURED

(HERE :

DANGEROUS DESCENT)

With regard to the danger warning sign,
the Vienna Convent/on offered the contrac¬

ting parties a choice between a white, red-
bordered triangle resting on its base (pic¬
tured above) or a white square resting on
one of its corners. It was the triangle
which was finally chosen for Europe.
Other danger symbols may likewise be
shown within the triangle : carriageway
narrows, road leads on to quay or river
bank, uneven road, slippery road, loose
gravel, falling rocks, cattle crossing, etc.

GIVE-WAY

This sign bears no symbol or
lettering. It means that at the
approach to an intersection a
driver shall give the right of way
to vehicles on the road he is

approaching.
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Toliciesfor
Educational Growth

Opening speech by Emile van Lennepy
Secretary General of OECD, at the Conference

on Policiesfor Educational Growth held at
OECD headquarters on jrd-slh June içyo.

Idoubt whether, ten years ago, a discussion on
. education, in the context of a body with economic

objectives such as the OECD, would have brought such
distinguished delegations, many of them headed by
Ministers, to the Conference table. Today, no respons¬
ible policy-maker would seriously doubt the importance
of the relationship between education and economic
policies. As Secretary-General of the OECD, I am
convinced of the importance of this relationship and I
believe that discussions on education in the context of

economic and social development will have a continuing
and important place in the work of OECD in coming
years.

It is particularly appropriate that this Conference
should take place shortly after the meeting of the
Ministerial Council, when we examined the prospects
of economic development for OECD countries over the
present decade, and the problems which seem likely
to emerge from this development, particularly in respect
of the objectives of long-term economic policies.

As you know, the Council set as a collective growth
objective for the decade 1970-1980 an increase in real
national product in the OECD area of the order of 65
per cent; and this will be the framework within which
Member countries will determine their economic poli¬
cies. But growth, as the Ministers stressed, is not an
end in itself : it is an instrument for the betterment of

living conditions. Increased attention must, they em¬
phasised, be paid to the qualitative aspects of growth,
and to the formulation of policies as regards the broad
economic and social choices involved in the allocation

of growing resources.

Economic growth, as generally understood, is not
identical with the improvement of individual and social
wellbeing, though it is one of the essential conditions.

Economic policy has to be related to a broad conception
of social wellbeing which depends on a series of factors
not always fully taken into economic account : security
of employment, fair distribution of income, working
conditions and leisure, adequate public services, har¬
monious social relations, health conditions and the qual¬
ity of the environment. Nor must education and culture
be ignored.

I myself see no conflict between the need to ensure
an adequate and optimal rate of growth and output,
and the need to ensure a rising level of social well-
being. To provide employment for our populations,
to meet the general expectation of improved standards
of living, to help the poorer countries, and to free mater¬
ial and human resources for the satisfaction of social

needs of an economic nature all these call for conti¬

nued and balanced growth.

But it must not be forgotten that growth creates its
own problems, either because of unwanted side-effects,
or because it gives rise to new needs, or, in fact, because
it makes it possible to envisage objectives which would
have been unthinkable a few decades ago. A striking
example is education and its impressive expansion over
the last few years.

Both these dimensions let me call them for short

the qualitative and the quantitative one are of course
of direct relevance to the problems of education. And,
conversely, policies in the field of education are of great
importance for a satisfactory process of economic and
social development. There is, to begin with, a strictly
economic aspect of education. At the first Conference
on Investment in Education and Economic Growth in

Washington in 1961, when OECD began its work in the
field of educational affairs, the emphasis was on stimulat¬
ing the process of educational growth to meet the needs
of the rapidly expanding OECD economies. This was
logical, since in the early 1960's education was generally
seen as providing the " human capital " needed for the
economic growth it was seen as an input to provide
economic outputs. Obviously, this will continue to be
one of the important aims of educational policy. If,
however, economic growth is now seen not as an end in
itself, but rather as an instrument for creating better
conditions of life, the rational allocation of economic
resources must also take account of all our social

objectives, including those cultural and human aims
which are proper to the educational system as such.

It is nevertheless incumbent on the educational sys¬
tem to make explicit these objectives, to strive towards
ways of measuring the performance of the educational
system in achieving them, and thereby to assist in the
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At the meeting lelt to right : George Papadopoulos, Head of the Educational Investment and Development Division ; James R. Gass, Deputy Director, Scientific
Affairs Directorate and Director of the OECD Centre tor Educational Research and Innovation; Emile van Lennep, Secretary-General; Gérard Eldin, Deputy Secretary-

General; Alexander King, Director General, Scientific Affairs Directorate.

process of rational allocation of economic resources in
the Member countries. This is a difficult task, but I

hope that the Conference will be the first step in a
continuing endeavour.

Education has been absorbing a large and growing
share of the resources of Member countries. During
the 1960's educational expenditure grew on average
nearly twice as fast as gross national product. Its share,
which is in some OECD countries already exceeding
7 per cent of national income, is becoming large indeed
by almost any standards. During the same period,
other social needs have lagged behind and other policy
objectives have been met to a much more limited extent :

this has been the case, for instance, in quite a number
of countries concerning housing, hospitals, public trans¬
port facilities, aid to developing countries, etc. Some
of the factors of this extremely rapid growth of educa¬
tional expenditure are of a non-recurring character but
some are certainly much more permanent. The Confer¬
ence will no doubt recognise that educational objectives
have to be seen within the broader context of claims of

resources and gauged against other economic and social
needs.

This endeavour of the OECD to assist Member

Governments in the formulation of policies with respect
to the broad economic and social choices involved in the

allocation of growing resources, in which I hope the
educational sector will play its full part, must of course
go hand-in-hand with continuing endeavours to plan
and manage resources and change within the educational
sector itself. I am confident that all those around this

table v/ill recognise that the process of educational
growth in the 1960's was only partly the consequence of
deliberate policies. In any case, the educational sector
will always be one which must respond to spontaneous
social forces and the changing aspirations of individuals.
Yet the volume of resources now engaged is so great,
and is growing so rapidly, that effective management
of growth and change is becoming an important respon¬
sibility of Governments in many of the Member countr

ies. The OECD should, I believe, continue to promote
co-operation between Member countries in the planning
and management of educational investment and change

building on the valuable and pioneering work in past
years by the OECD Committee for Scientific and Techni¬
cal Personnel.

Furthermore, in facing this task in the future, we are
bound to recognise that we simply do not have the
answers to many of the policy problems that face us
today. Education is one of the sectors of society which
shapes the future. Its policies must be long-term and
reflect the sort of world we wish to see many years
ahead. This can only be done if education is ready to
embark on substantial and imaginative schemes of
research and development to explore new and forward-
looking policies, programmes and institutions.

At the beginning of these brief remarks, I said that
the timing of this Conference was particularly appro¬
priate, coming as it does just after the Ministerial
meeting. The timing is most appropriate too for an¬
other reason. Some months ago the Council of OECD
decided that we would undertake this summer a broad

review of the Organisation's work in the field of educa¬
tion, both from the standpoint of our policy objectives
and methods, and also from the standpoint of the
structure within which the work on education can be

carried forward most effectively.

An important part of OECD's work on education is
performed by the Centre for Educational Research and

Innovation, which was initially established for a specified
term of years, and whose future is now to be reviewed.
Equally, the mandate of one of our major Committees

the Committee for Scientific and Technical Personnel

is also due for reconsideration.

I feel sure that the results of this Conference will

be of great help to all of us in Member countries and
in the Secretariat in the process of reassessment which
we are about to undertake on OECD's rôle in the field

of education.
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ISSUES
FOR

ECONOMIC

IN THE 1970s

One of the first acts of OECD after its formation in içôi was to set a

growth target for the içôo 's. Now, a decade later, the Worising Party on

Policies for Economic Growth of OECD 's Economic Policy Committee

has examined the record of the last ten years and the potential of the

icyo's. Drawing on these projections, the Wording Party has gone

on to formulate their implications for policy. The following is
tal^en from this report, a brief version of which entitled

" The Outloo^ for Economic Growth : a Summary

Report on Experience, Prospects and Problems of

Policy iq6o-iq8o "hasjust been published;

a complete version will appear
in Autumn.



For almost all OECD countries, the major policy
problem for the 1970's is not so much to find
methods of increasing the underlying rate of
increase in productivity but:

to ensure an adequate and stable growth of demand
so that the potential for growth of output is fully reali¬
sed without endangering internal or external stability;

to achieve a better direction of the growth process
so that the extra wealth is used to meet the needs and

wants of society and the damaging side effects of growth
are prevented.

THE MANAGEMENT

OFDEMAND

Although the growth target of the 1960's has been
more than achieved and the expansion in international
trade has proved unexpectedly large, this growth has
been uneven, periods of unsustainable expansion alter¬
nating with periods of inadequate growth or contrac¬
tion.

The fluctuations of the 1960's have a broad common

pattern. When demand and output have been rising
rapidly, national authorities have allowed the expansion
to continue until strong labour market pressures, unac-
ceptably rapid rates of price inflation and -- in many
cases - - balance of payments deficits, have emerged.
Strong action has been taken to restrain the growth of
demand; and restrictive measures have been maintain¬
ed until output stagnated and unemployment rose.
The restrictive measures have then been rapidly rever¬

sed, and expansion resumed. Thus, both in the expan¬
sionary and restrictive phases of the cycle, policy action
has almost always come too late, and not been reversed
quickly enough.

" Stop-go " cycles of this kind have obvious undesir¬
able consequences. They are liable to be self perpetua¬
ting and make the intelligent forward planning of pro¬
ductive investment more difficult. The fluctuating pres¬
sures in the labour market are bad for industrial relations

and inhibit the development of effective methods of
wage salary determination. They also have the effect
of diverting the attention of policy makers from the
longer-term objectives of economic and social policy.
Indeed, the effect of stabilisation programmes has fre¬

quently been to make the orderly development and
implementation of longer term plans much more dif¬
ficult.

Experience suggests that perfectly steady rates of
increase in aggregate demand and output are an unat¬
tainable ideal. There will always be mistakes in diagnos¬

ing the situation, errors of forecasting, and miscalcula¬
tions about the precise effects of a particular set of
policy measures on the pattern of economic develop¬
ments. Moreover, given the political and institutional
obstacles to rapid action in this field, there will always
be problems posed by the reaction time of the authori¬
ties.

But, while there are limits to what can be achieved,

it is clearly possible to develop more effective demand
management policies, in such a way as to remove some
of the sources of instability experienced in the 1960's.
Some obvious lines of action noted by the report are:

the development by the authorities of a sufficiently
wide range of effective fiscal and monetary instruments
for influencing the different categories of demand;

a continuing effort by governments to explain to the
public in detail the objectives of their policies, the rea¬
sons for the action they are taking, and the evidence on
which decisions are based;

action in the field of short-term demand management
needs to be decided within the framework of medium

and longer term prospects and policies;

the development of methods of economic forecasting
which will make it possible to foresee the need for action
sufficiently far in advance to enable policy to anticipate,
rather than follow, the course of events;

improvements in the statistical information available
on the current economic situation.

The most important consideration is probably the
ability and willingness of the authorities to take appro¬
priate action in good time.

Incomes Policies

The limits to what demand-management can do are
set by certain inherent structural characteristics of
modern economies. First is the process of wage-cost-
price determination which lacks any easy or smoothly
working automatic mechanism to keep the overall rate
of increase in money incomes in line with the rate of
increase in productivity in the economy as a whole.

Increases in incomes in sectors where production and
productivity rise fastest tend to set the pace for the rest
of the economy, with the result that costs and prices
rise. From time to time, most governments have sought
to check this process of cost inflation at source, through
incomes policies attempts to influence directly the
rate of increase in money incomes. The policies adopted
have varied from attempts by governments to educate
public opinion generally as to the self defeating charac¬
ter for the economy as a whole of excessive increases in
money incomes, to the setting of " norms " or " guide¬
lines " for the appropriate rates of increase in average
wages and salaries, to more detailed regulation of wages
and prices, including in exceptional conditions a
temporary freeze on wages and prices.

No country has found an incomes policy easy to
establish or maintain, in view of internal difficulties or

inflationary pressures abroad. Indeed, there is no record
of an incomes policy which has been operated for very
long without severe setbacks. These difficulties have led
to some doubt and disillusionment about the possible
contribution of incomes policies to better price stability.

On the one hand it is clear that incomes policies
cannot be expected to provide an easy or quick solu-
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tion to the problem of price stability. On the other hand,
given the inbuilt structural forces making for rising
prices at high employment levels, governments are
bound to be concerned about the process of wage-
cost-price determination.

Past experience suggests that, in acceptably high
employment conditions, complete overall price stability

as measured by the conventional index numbers
is an unattainable ideal. There are clearly risks in stating
publicly what an acceptable rate of price inflation might
be. But to suggest that policy can attain absolute price
stability without unacceptable levels of unemployment

or incomes policies or other structural policies much
more effective than any applied so far equally risks
raising false expectations about what policy can in
practice achieve.

Therefore, governments may wish, according to cir¬
cumstances:

to reconsider the way in which their objectives in the
field of prices are stated;

to examine how far incomes policies might be able
to help achieve relatively limited objectives.

StructuralPolicies

As economies expand, some industries and regions
experience a strong pressure of demand and shortages
of labour, while others at the same time suffer from

surplus capacity and unemployment. This non-uniform
element of the growth process has a number of adverse
effects. First, it exacerbates the problem of reconciling
price stability with high employment, when it is excess
demand in the expanding sectors which generates much
of the inflationary pressures on costs and prices. Second,
it can constitute a serious source of social hardship.
Third, the associated imperfections in the transfer of
resources from declining sectors to expanding sectors
are in themselves a major obstacle to faster and sus¬
tained growth.

One of the most promising lines of attack on this
sort of structural problem is through active manpower
policies. For most Member countries, the development
of active manpower policies is relatively recent, and it
is not easy to evaluate different countries' experience.
But it is clear that an increasing number of governments
are becoming aware of the need to extend their policies
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in the manpower field, as a means of achieving a more
stable pattern of growth.

Governments have also been concerned to develop
regional policies, policies directed to the protection or
reconstruction of declining industries, and policies to
foster a better working of the competitive process in
order to help overcome structural rigidities and dise¬
quilibria. In most instances, the main objective of such
policies has not been to foster economic growth, but to
prevent the consequences of the growth process from
having undesirable or unacceptable economic and social
consequences. The contribution of such policies to fast¬
er and more stable growth is therefore difficult to
evaluate. The development of effective longer term
policies to correct the sources of structural imbalances,
and to impart a better direction to the growth process,
will become increasingly important as more attention
is paid to the relation between economic growth and

social welfare. Government policies will also have an
important role in eliciting the potentialities of contem¬
porary technology to mitigate the undesirable side-
effects of economic growth.

International Transactions

The growing interdependence of different national
economies resulting from the rapid expansion of
world trade in manufactures, the increase in the scale

and importance of international capital movements and
the special role of large multi-national companies in the
expansion and diffusion of innovation while contri¬
buting to growth also creates considerable problems
for stable expansion. Action by one country or group
of countries to correct deficits, if not offset by expan¬
sionary action by surplus countries, may well iead to a

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT

at factor cost - 1963 prices and

exchange rates

(1) Greece, Portugal, Spain, Turkey.

(2) Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Iceland,
Ireland, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland.

t Billion
Average rate of growth

1960-1970

1968
1 970 (estimated)

It is now clear that the 50 per cent growth target set in December
1961 will not be merely achieved but surpassed. For the decade
as a whole the increase in the combined national product of the
20 countries which were Members of OECD when the target
was set all except Japan and Finland is likely to be of the
order of 55 per cent or 4.5 per cent per year. (If Japan and
Finland were included, the rate would be 4.8 per cent.)
This overall record conceals some important differences :

Substantial variations existed within the group, ranging from

2.7 per cent growth for the United Kingdom to 7.4 per cent for
Spain.

Over the decade as a whole, the increase of output in
North America 4.3 per cent a year was very similar to those
in continental Europe; but the components of this growth
employment and productivity evolved differently; in the US
the inctease in productivity was substantially lower and the rise in
output due in greater part to the rise in the employed labour
force.
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contraction in trade and production. Smoother demand
management will help remove balance of payments
disequilibria, but there are other forces at work which
are not susceptible of correction in this way. Structural
factors such as differing rates of price increases, pro¬
ductivity or money incomes means that such disequi¬
librium may not always be amenable to correction or
reversal by the techniques of short-term demand manage¬
ment. Exchange rate adjustments coupled with appro¬
priate internal policies may in some cases be necessary.
In view of the problem of reconciling economic growth
with external balance, considerable attention is being

given to the role of exchange rates in the adjustment
process.

THE USE

OE RESOURCES

AISLE) THE PROBLEM

OE SOCIAE CHOICE

The industrial and commercial application of scienti¬
fic and technical knowledge, and the resources available
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for capital accumulation mean that the more advanced
countries of the world can now look forward to a situa¬

tion in which, within a generation, man will be able, at
least technically and economically, to control his envi¬
ronment to an extent which a generation ago was incon¬
ceivable. Governments will, therefore, need to frame
their policies on the assumption that the forces making
for rapid economic growth are likely to continue and
will thus find themselves increasingly concerned with
the use which is made of the extra wealth created, and
with the social and environmental effects of economic

and technical change.

It is clear that, while the maintenance of rapid rates
of economic growth may provide at least part of the
extra resources necessary to meet demands which can

not now be satisfied, it will not by itself provide a satis¬
factory answer unless the growth process is properly
directed. Whether the most obvious social demands

are satisfied for example, for better cities, improved
educational opportunities, or for the prevention of
pollution will depend on public expenditure in whole
or in part, or on new legislation or other government
intervention, including, where appropriate, measures to
enable the price mechanism to perform its allocative
function. The scale and order in which needs are met

will thus require governments and societies to establish
priorities.

Some of the options affecting the future are already
being closed by decisions now being taken. Long-term
projections are necessarily an imperfect guide to action,
but it is important that such decisions should be taken

ESTIMATED GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT

at factor cost - 1968 prices

and exchange rates

(1) Greece, Portugal, Spain, Turkey.

(2) Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Iceland,
Ireland, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland.

S Billion
Average rate of growth

1970-1980

/o

10

6.3

4.2

5.6

3.2

6.0

4.6

5.4

1975

4.7

1980

In the absence of major and unforeseen changes in world political
and economic conditions, and provided that recessions are no
deeper or more prolonged than those experienced in the 1960's,
the combined gross domestic product of the OECD area as a
whole might increase by between 65 and 70 per cent by 1980 or
about 5.3 per cent per annum.
This rate is higher than that of the 1960's mainly because of the
inclusion of Japan whose growth rate has been two to three times
higher than that of most other Member nations, averaging 11.3 per
cent over the last decade; Japan's output is expected to increase
on average by lOpercenta year in the next 8 lOyears. Second,

the countries which have been growing rapidly over the last
decade have a greater total share of OECD resources today than
they did; thus their more rapid rates of growth will have greater
weight in influencing the overall result of OECD in the 1970's.
Third, the economies of several countries Belgium, Fin/and,
Ire/and and, most Important because of its weight in the total,
the US are operating below full capacity in 1970 and have a
somewhat higher unemployment rate than they would view as
desirable in the longer term. To absorb this underutilised capacity
they need to grow more rapidly during the next few years than over
the longer term.
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PROJECTIONS OF EMPLOYMENT, PRODUCTIVITY AND OUTPUT 1970-1980

(Index Numbers 1970 = 100)

1975 1980

Weight (1 Employ Produc GDP Employ Produc GDP

1968 ment tivity ment tivity

Canada 3.6 115 114 131 130 130 169
CO
LU United States 52.3 109 117 127 118 134 158

Japan 8.7 105 (157) (165) (111) (236) (260)

France 7.1 (103) (130) (133) (106) (169) (179)

Germany 7.6 (101) (124) (125) (102) (154) (157)

Italy 4.3 104 126 131 108 159 172
o

United Kingdom 5.7 (99) (116) (115) (102) (133) (137)

Total above 89.3 105 124 131 111 152 169

excl. Japan 80.6 105 120 127 111 143 160

Austria 0.6 103 122 126 109 148 161

__

c_

LU

Belgium 1.2 103 123 126 (106) (150) (158)

Denmark 0.8 (101) (120) (121) (101) (144) (145)

RTH EAN RIES Finland 0.4 102 123 126 103 151 155

Iceland 0.1 (125) (155)
O °- H
zoz

DC D

Ireland

Luxembourg

0.2

0.1

103 122 126

(116)

107 149 160

(134)
CC_DO Netherlands 1.5 105 120 126 111 141 157
LU _J Q
_: w Norway 0.5 102 122 125 104 (149) (154)

O
Sweden 1.4 102 117 119 104 137 142

Switzerland 1.0 103 115 118 105 132 138

Total above 7.8 103 119 123 106 142 151

c c « Greece 0.4 105 140 147 110 188 207

m 4) 01 >> Portugal 0.3 141 (198)
5 3 O _
OX1-3 Spain 1.5 (131) (171)
U O 3 O

CO LU O Turkey

Total above

0.7

2.9

'
139

136

193

184

(7) GDP ar factor cost at 1968 prices and exchange rates.
Figures in parentheses are Secretariat estimates.

in the light of the best possible analysis of the choices
available and their implications. Five-year projections
are currently being used by governments having explicit
aims in the field of economic growth, but such projec¬
tions have important limitations as a guide for long-
term policy. Most important policy issues need to be
framed and presented against a substantially longer-
term time horizon.

As to objectives, they should be formulated in terms
of policy goals such as the alleviation of poverty, the
provision of acceptable housing standards, the elimina¬
tion of hazards to health, the improvement of environ¬
ment, improvements in the provision for and quality
of education and assistance to poor countries. Limited
resources will require a choice between social goals. Thus
objectives will need to be translated into programmes
consistent with the growth of productive resources
expected over a period of years.

An attempt to frame policies explicitly in terms of
social goals should have a number of important advan¬
tages. It should help to provide a focus for the public
discussion of social objectives. The kind of debate
which this will stimulate should itself help to create a
more general sense of social purpose and to remove
some of the present sources of dissatisfaction with the
haphazard character of the contemporary growth pro¬
cess. It may also help to establish a better sense of
social priorities and a better understanding of the fact
that at any point of time it is impossible to do every¬
thing at once. And it may also, in the longer-term, help
to suggest priorities for research and development and
the development of new products and processes.

The formulation of growth objectives in terms of
the use of resources for the achievement of specified
social goals will, however, raise obvious difficulties:

to be operational, the objectives would need to be
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framed in terms of identifiable and measurable targets
to be achieved by some specified date. Many social
objectives are not easily formulated or presented in this
way;

rising living standards and the associated process of
economic and social change will themselves lead to
changes in opinion about goals. Thus improvements in
education create demands for further improvements,
and the idea of an acceptable minimum standard of
living changes as general social standards change;

rising educational standards, increased affluence, and
a growing concern at the process of social change, are
creating a demand for wider participation in social and
industrial decision-taking; these may pose considerable
problems for the development of appropriate institu¬
tions, both for the analysis of the problems and the
process of decision-taking.

Despite these difficulties, the desirability of giving a
better direction to the forces of economic growth is
becoming increasingly recognised, as is the need to
anticipate the social impact of technological advance.
It is difficult to envisage how such problems, which
involve basic considerations about the selection of means

and ends in society and about the consequent distribu¬
tion of benefits and burdens between different social

groups, can be sensibly discussed except in this kind of
long-term perspective.

In the context of claims on resources, and economic
policy generally, the extent to which the advanced indus¬

trial countries can and should assist the development of
the poor countries of the rest of the world will need to

be reassessed in the 1970's, in the light of the large and
growing disparity in living standards between the rich
and poor countries of the world.

OC 3NCTXJSIQNS

The main conclusions of the OECD study on
economic growth :

provided that governments pursue policies favour¬
able to growth, the combined real national product
of the OECD area as a whole should be capable of
an increase of between 65 to 70 per cent during the
decade 1970-80;

this increase in output will not be achieved unless
high employment levels are maintained; and, given
present productivity trends, full employment will
not be maintained unless aggregate demand and
output are kept rising at this sort of rate;

more effective monetary and fiscal policies have
an important part to play in reconciling stable
growth and high employment with acceptable do¬
mestic price stability and tolerable balance in inter¬
national payments, but, in addition, other types of
policy regional policies, manpower policies, and
incomes policies, and possibly exchange rate policies

to be developed to remove the structural
causes of imbalance and instability;

partly because these limitations have been insuffi¬

ciently recognised, and partly because the appro¬
priate timing and scale of policy action required has
been misjudged, the rate of growth of demand and
output in the 1960's has been uneven, periods of
unsustainable expansion alternating with periods of
inadequate growth or contraction; the resulting
fluctuations have made planning for growth more
difficult, and have diverted the attention of both pol¬
icy makers and the public from the longer-term
objectives of economic and social policy

The experience of the 1960's and the prospects for
continuing rapid economic growth in the 1970's,
suggest that policy should not be framed solely in

terms of the achievement of a particular rate of
increase in output : the use of the extra wealth which
the growth process creates so as to meet social

needs, to improve the quality of life, and to mitigate
and prevent the unwanted, undesirable, and poten¬
tially dangerous side-effects of the growth process is,
increasingly, a major problem for policy;

such objectives as the alleviation of poverty,
meeting the demands and aspirations for educa¬
tional opportunities and adequate health and social
security provisions, the prevention of the pollution
of the environment, urban congestion and decay
and loss of amenity, and the implications for land
use create obvious and important problems of re¬
source allocation;

if governments are to devise effective programmes
of action in these fields, they will need to frame such
policies and plan their implementation on a long-
term basis : the relevant time horizon will often be

much longer than that implicit in conventional five-
year plans and projections ;

if such programmes are to be realistic, and if they
are to form the basis for any informed discussion of
social choice, they will need to be presented in
terms of achievement of explicit national objectives
in specific policy areas; the conflict, in the short-
term, between different objectives means that
governments will need to establish priorities ;

in terms of claims on resources, and economic
policy generally, the extent to which the advanced
industrial countries can and should assist the deve¬

lopment of the poor countries of the rest of the
world needs to be reassessed, in the light of the
large and growing disparity in living standards
between the rich and poor countries of the world.
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RECENT INNOVATIONS IN
MANPOWER POLICY

A survey of trends in manpower policy, covering içôj-içôç and undertaken by OECD's
Manpower and Social Affairs Committee, indicates bow Member countries have followed a
IÇ64 OECD Recommendation to develop a more active manpowerpolicy. Somefindings ofthe
ofthis survey are summarised in the following article. (An earlier survey of the same type
was reported on in OECD n° 31 of December içôj.J

he administrative machinery and financial
^ resources devoted to manpower policy have

not yet reached a level in keeping with the role it
should play in reconciling the demands of full employ¬
ment and of satisfactory price stability and growth.
Progress was, however, made in this direction during
the period covered by the new survey, as well as in
earlier years. In part, this progress seems to have
been the result of the particular employment difficul¬
ties experienced during this period in many European
countries as a concomitant of the drive for disin¬

flation ; but longer-term social and economic develop¬
ment trends also played an important role. There are
indications that OECD studies and recommendations
had a direct influence in the desired direction.

Some examples of the progress referred to are given
in this article; fuller presentation in the form of
21 country statements appears in the report called
Trends arid Innovations in Manpower Policy 1967-69,
prepared by the OECD Manpower and Social affairs
Committee (1).

Parliaments of two Member countries, Austria and

Germany, passed new legislation (Work Promotion
Laws) which represented a general overhaul of their
labour market policy and administration.

The Austrian Arbeitsmarklfôrderungsgesetz, passed
at the end of 1968, was explicitly influenced by the
OECD study on this country's manpower policy prob¬
lems and has already been more i'ullv reported in
the OECD Observer (2).

The German reform is based on several separate
laws which came into effect in July 1969 or later.
The basic Law on the Promotion of Employment,
approved unanimously by Parliament, has as its
declared aim to secure full employment through
encouragement of adaptability by vocational training
particularly "further training" for adults to facilitate
workers' access to optimal occupational opportunities,
as well as through timely action to improve economic
structures and create employment in areas or sectors
of labour surplus. Thus both the " workers to the
jobs " and the " jobs to the workers " approach are
to be applied more effectively.

Under this system every employee is, under certain

conditions, entitled to training for promotion or
security of employment. Various allowances are
available, to cover training costs including reimburse¬
ment for travel, accommodation and subsistence

The total sum may be of the same order of magni¬
tude as the worker's previous net income, depending
on his family circumstances This concerns workers
of any age, and includes self-employed persons who
have been or wish to become employees. (3)

Besides this strengthening of the adult training
system, grants designed to encourage the general and
vocational education of young persons from low-
income families have also been considerably increas¬
ed : up to DM 290 ($80) for secondary school students
living at their parents' homes, for example.

Vocational training, whether at school or in the
firm, is to be more broadly based at the outset so that
the individual becomes adaptable. This basic train¬
ing may be supplemented by more specialised further
training, intended to help workers adapt to technical
developments, expand occupational skills, pro¬
gress within a given occupation or switch to another.
This is a guiding principle for the new vocational
training policy.

To provide individual guidance on what course to
follow in training or retraining, the counselling service
has been greatly expanded and will be available
throughout a person's working life, and not only on
leaving school.

Employers engaging older workers who cannot

(1) Supplied free on request. - - The report is based
upon information available up to the end of 1969; it
does not express judgment on the current economic
situation, but pertains to principles and methods of
employment stabilisation.

(2) See OECD Observer No. 39, April 1969. See
also Manpower and Social Affairs Committee: Manpow¬
er Problems and Policies in Austria, Paris 1967.
15s., $ 2. .50, F 10,00 SwF 10,00 DM8.30.

(3) The total expenditure for adult training is expect¬
ed Ho grow rapidly to several limes the previous level,
which was less than DM 200 million a year.
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otherwise be expected to have any chance of finding
another job can receive a subsidy, amouting to a
maximum of 50 per cent of the wages paid to these
workers.

Furthermore, the employment authorities now
have greater resources at their disposal with which
to create employment locally and implement regional
policy. They can, for example, granl low interest
rale loans for the establishment of new industries in

problem areas. A contingency budget - - like the
ones improvised in 1967 secures a permanent high
degree of preparedness for employment creation,
particularly directed at areas hit by a decline of
employment during a recessionary situation.

Finally, there are requirements in the new legis¬
lation that manual workers, managers and manager¬
ial staff should be given notice from two weeks
to three months depending on seniority if they are
to be dismissed. Employers must pay a severance
allowance to well-established workers about to be

laid off. Previously such regulations applied mainly
to clerical staff. Manual workers have also been put
on the same footing as clerical workers for sick pay.

Re-organisations and re-assignments

Though without overhauling manpower policy
through comprehensive new legislation as in Austria
and Germany, important reorganisation of the admi¬
nistrative systems has been undertaken in other
countries. Thus in 1969, labour market questions in
France (formerly under the Ministry for Social Affairs),
were entrusted to a separate Ministry of Labour,
charged with the implement ion of the decrees of 1967
concerning a new National Employment Agency, and
financial resources were reinforced for training and
other labour market adjustments as well as for unem¬
ployment relief. In 1969 employers' and workers'
organisations concluded an important agreement on
advance information and indemnities in cases of

redundancy.

In Ireland a separate Department of Labour had
been established in 1966. Since then a broad set of

reforms has been undertaken. The Employment
Service is being reinforced and reorganised with
respect to premises and personnel and freed of the
administration of unemployment benefit payments.
An economy-wide levy-grant scheme (similar to the
industry-wide systems in the UK) as well as an
expanding network of Government Training Centres
is designed to improve the occupational training
system. Redundancy Payments and Resettlement
Allowances have been introduced so as to facilitate
mobility and at the same time a Regional Develop¬
ment Committee is reinforcing job creation in back¬
ward areas.

In Denmark a radical reform of the Employment
Service was decided upon in 1968 : the separate labour
exchanges, earlier run by each craft union, are being
consolidated into one State system. The adult
retraining system has also been reinforced and is used
in particular lo stimulate expansion in problem areas.
A tax reform is designed to encourage married
women to take up paid employment.

In the United Slates, where manpower programmes
are particularly directed to " disadvantaged groups ",
the role of state and local government in manpower
policies has been reinforced, as has the participation
of industry. Co-ordination at all levels of govern¬
ment has been improved, and more services have been
made available to the unemployed and low income
workers. Specific examples of the changes under¬
taken in the US are an effort to improve the manage¬
ment and delivery of manpower services through
" concentrated employment programmes ", whereby
resources devoted to a given depressed area or inner
city ghetto are combined into a single project under
a single sponsor. A co-operative Area Manpower
Planning System has also been instituted with the
object of co-ordinaling previously distinct pro¬
grammes so as to have a more rational allocation of
resources by bridging the gap between agencies and
governmental units at national, state and local levels.

An experiment of special interest is the so-called
JOBS programme (Job Opportunities in Business
Sector) : the Government gives financial assistance to
companies making special efforts to help " unemploy-
ables " from disadvantaged groups and areas to
accustom themselves to orderly industrial work.
The programme has approached the level of two
hundred thousand persons.

The U.S. Government in 1969 proposed a more
general and radical reorganisation of the whole system
of social welfare and labour market adjustment. (Bills
on a Family Assistance Programme and on Manpower
Training). These are still pending.

In the United Kingdom, the functions of the Minis¬
try of Labour were taken over in April 1968 by a
new Department of Employment and Productivity
having wider responsibilities for productivity,
prices and incomes policy as well. A Manpower and
Productivity service to provide advice to industry on
efficient use of manpower at national and regional
level and a division concerned with research studies
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and longer-term policy planning were established
within the Department (4).

Broad spectrum of reforms
in all countries

In several other countries reforms or experiments
have been undertaken in specific areas, such as
employment service administration (with, for exam¬
ple, the use of computers or introduction of " self-
service " placement methods) in Canada, Japan,
Portugal and Sweden; reduction of seasonal employ¬
ment fluctuations in Finland and Norway; securing
jobs for disadvantaged groups in Italy, Japan and
Turkey; radically new methods of fighting regional
unemployment in the United Kingdom (in particular
a Regional Employment Premium); reinforced region¬
al employment measures in Denmark, the Nether¬
lands and Norway; revision of vocational training
systems to provide training throughout working life
in Japan; public works programmes and/or similar
local and temporary job creation activities to counter¬
balance reduced employment not only in Germany,
as mentioned above, but also in other countries,

notably the Netherlands and Sweden; in the latter
country also a strong and rapid expansion of adult
retraining for the same purpose, at the same time
paving the way for subsequent expansion by increas¬
ing the supply of trained personnel of various types(5).

There is a fairly wide-spread tendency in OECD
Member countries to modernise vocational training
systems so as to equip the young for subsequent
changes in work content and practices and to provide
adjustment facilities for adults. Various improve¬
ments in unemployment insurance and other benefits
are gradually being made as a natural concomitant
to general economic progress. Increased resources
are being devoted in several countries to research on
the functioning of the labour market, on forecasting
employment structures so as to provide a basis for
manpower planning, and on the benefits and costs of
manpower programmes.

On the other hand the Committee observes that

the experience of a slackened demand for labour in
connection with the economic stabilisation policy
around 1967 provoked, in some countries at least, a
hardening of the attitude on immigration. It may
also be behind a tendency toward an increased
demand for job security' on the part of the workers,
to be provided by collective agreements or legislation.

Remaining tas\s

Following its examination of recent trends and
innovations, the OECD Manpower and Social Affairs
Committee concluded that, despite these measures,
the scope of activity of the manpower authorities is
still very limited, compared with its potential role for
bringing about and stabilising full and productive
utilisation of manpower resources in OECD countries.
Better instruments should be developed, the Commit¬
tee recommends, so that reactions to disturbances in

the labour market may be more rapid and adequate (6).

" It is in the common interest that this be done by
positive adjustments and not by negative protection
measures of well-known beggar-thy-neighbour types.
Any move towards economic restraint for the sake
of disinflation, which can be expected to create
unemployment, should be combined from the outset
with preparation for selective counter-action. Simil¬
arly, any policy move towards overall expansion
through general demand management should be
combined with measures to facilitate and stimulate

appropriate reallocation of resources so as to avoid
the emergence of inflationary shortages. "

The Committee also stresses the fact that the

establishment of the necessary machinery for these
tasks takes considerable time and that adequate
action against employment difficulties cannot easily
be improvised on a sufficient scale the moment the
need for it becomes manifest. Imbalances are bound

to occur in a dynamic economy, taking the form of
growth-hampering and inflationary bottlenecks or of
local or sectoral unemployment. The objective of
manpower policy is to promote the desirable adjust¬
ment before more general imbalances emerge and
make either unemployment or inflation or both -
unavoidable on a more serious scale. To fulfil such

a task requires permanent machinery with a high
capacity for flexible activities.

Although only a few, and rather primitive benefit-
cost studies of manpower programmes have been
carried out, these indicate that the benefits (e.g. in
the form of better work capacity due to better skills)
often amount to several times the cost; to this

should be added indirect and hardly quantifiable
benefits derived from the use of manpower policy
as an aid to maintaining economic balance and pursuit
of social values. The Committee will try to fulfil its
task of probing the performance of individual coun¬
tries in the manpower field, but it is also considered
highly desirable that individual governments on their
own undertake more penetrating, concrete and
detailed analyses of the actual results of their pro¬
grammes and judge, in the light of the potential
social and economic benefits involved, what further

scope exists for selective activities in the labour
market.

(4) A full analysis of the many important new
developments in manpower policy in this country during
the 1960's is given in the special report just published :
Manpower Policies and Problems in the United
Kingdom, OECD, Paris 1970, Price £1.6s., $3.75,
F17. See also review" of the Summary and Conclusions
on the UK by the Manpower and Social Affairs
Committee, in OECD Observer No. 41 of August 1969.

(5) The problem of "rapid action" against unem¬
ployment appearing as an undesirable side-effect of anti-
inflationary overall restraint measures was discussed
in articles of the OECD Observer Nos. 40 and 43,
June and December, 1969.

(6) The Ministerial Council of OECD, meeting in
May, included manpower policy among those "measures
of a structural and more selective nature " which are
desirable as supplements to anti-inflationary overall
demand management in achieving stability.
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ATOMIC ENERGY IN MEDICINE

Radioisotopic Batteries for Medical Purposes

The world's first implantation in a human being of a radioisotope-powered heart pacemaker was achieved
on 27th April 1970 at the Hôpital Broussais in Paris. The p/utonium-238 isotope power source for the

pacemaker was developed by the French Commissar/at à l'Energie Atomique as part of the programme

of the Study Syndicate on Isotopic Batteries of OECD's European Nuclear Energy Agency. The Study
Syndicate was set up in June 1967 with participation from seven OECD Member countries. This article

has been contributed by Dr. Klaas Stadie, of ENEA's Scientific Division, who is responsible for work in
this field.

onventional chemical batteries, from the Leclan-

^ ché-type dry cell used for flash lamps and port¬
able radios to the more sophisticated mercury cells deve¬
loped in recent years, have limited lifetimes. Even when
used in conditions of very light and intermittent load such
as for powering clocks and watches lifetimes beyond a
year are difficult to achieve, and while this is unimportant
in most applications, it is a particular disadvantage when
access for replacement is costly and perhaps also danger¬
ous.

This is the case with batteries implanted in living beings,
for example to power the so-called heart pacemakers,
and with the growing use of such devices the need for a
battery with a longer life has become evident. The
magnitude of this need can be appreciated from the fact
that since 1952, pacemakers have been implanted in well

over 50,000 people in OECD countries, each one requiring
a battery change by surgical operation approximately
every 18 months. Since most of the implants are in
people aged 60 and over, operations at such frequent inter¬
vals constitute a very considerable danger. It is estimated
that the present requirement for heart pacemakers is some

70 per million people per year, which represents an annual
demand in the OECD area of some 50,000 pacemakers.

The lifetime of a radioisotopic battery depends on the
decay time of the particular isotope used. Decay times,
normally expressed in terms of "half-life" (1 ) can vary
from millionths of a second to millions of years according
to the isotope concerned, but isotopes suitable for electric

power production have half-lives between 100 days and
100 years. The half-life of plutonium-238, used in the

pacemaker battery developed under the programme of the
ENEA Study Syndicate, is 86 years, and a conservative

estimate of the useful life of such a battery, is over 1 0 years.
This could well mean that elderly people equipped with
heart pacemakers would rarely require more than a single
battery replacement.

How the isotopic battery works

The basis of the isotopic battery is the conversion
into electricity of heat generated by radioactive decay.
This may be achieved by a variety of static conversion sys¬
tems : however the only one so far adopted makes use of

banks of semiconductor thermo-junctions, each one
contributing a small voltage proportional to the tempera

ture difference between it and the next junction in the
circuit (2). The efficiency of such thermo-junctions de¬
pends on the combination of elements chosen : one of
the best is bismuth and tellurium.

Because the isotopic battery depends for its operation on
radioactive decay, it is necessary to choose an isotope

source whose radiation can be easily shielded so that it is

not harmful either to the user orto the general public. The

radiation form plutonium-238 consists almost entirely of
alpha particles (helium nuclei) which comprise the least
penetrating of the three common forms of nuclear radiation
(alpha, beta and gamma) and present a comparatively
simple shielding problem.

The overall arrangement of a typical isotopic battery
is indicated in the diagram, from which it can be seen that
the plutonium heat source is housed in a double container.
The inner container is made of material which is not corro¬

ded by the plutonium source, even should this become

melted (plutonium melts at 640 °C, which is within the
limits of temperature that might be reached under some

accident conditions). The outer container is provided to
protect the inner container from external chemical attack.

In tests carried out (in Spain and France) by the ENEA
Study Syndicate on an isotopic heat source of this type,
leak tightness was maintained in mechanical impact tests

simulating conditions of an aircraft accident, in other
crash tests, and in thermal tests. These tests showed

that the integrity of the capsule containing the plutonium
fuel would be maintained under all foreseeable accident

conditions, and that widespread use of isotopic batteries

of this type would therefore present no public hazard.

It may be noted that the isotope capsule includes a

space into which helium gas produced during the decay
of the plutonium can be accommodated. This space

must be sufficiently large to contain the helium produced
during the intended life of the capsule without the internal
pressure becoming dangerously high.

As can be seen in the diagram, the heat source capsule
is mounted on one end of the thermoelectric converter,

the other end of the converter being attached to the inside

(1 ) Half-life is the time taken for the activity of a radioactive
substance to decay to half its original value, that is, for half the
atoms present to disintegrate.

(2) The "Seebeck effect" discovered by T.J. Seebeck in Berlin
in 1821.
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of a metal envelope which encloses the entire system and
provides the cooling surface necessary to maintain the
required temperature drop across the thermo-elements.
Although the heat source illustrated and described is
plutonium-238, a number of other radioactive isotopes
have been considered including prometheum-147, thulium
171 and tritium (very heavy hydrogen). However, plu¬
tonium-238 has so far been chosen not only for the isotopic

batteries developed within the ENEA Study Syndicate
programme, but also for the majority of similar batteries
(also principally for powering heart pacemakers) developed
in the United Kingdom and the United States.

The heart pacemaker

The principle of electrical stimulation of heart-beat is to
apply electrical impulses of a few volts and some 1 to
2 milliseconds duration to parts of the heart muscle through
fine wire electrodes. Each pulse causes a muscular
reaction and hence a heart beat. The transistorised

electronic circuits to produce the pulses are the same whe¬
ther the pacemaker operates from conventional batteries
or from an isotopic battery.

Three distinct types of pacemaker have been deve¬
loped :

1. Constant rhythm pacemakers, in which stimulation is
at a constant preset rate of 60-70 impulses per minute.
This is the most widely used type of pacemaker.

2. Synchronous pacemaker, in which the stimulating
pulses are triggered by an additional electrode placed on the
right auricle of the heart. An appropriate time delay is
introduced between the triggering signal and the stimu¬
lating pulse. The pulse frequency thus depends on the
heart's own auricular rhythm, and is automatically accele¬
rated if this rhythm increases, for example as as result of
physical effort. Pacemakers of this type are made to
function at a constant frequency (e.g. 70 pulses per mi¬
nute) if the triggering signal fails.

3. "Stand-by" pacemakers, which take over only when the
natural heartbeat falls below a certain pre-set value

(e.g. 60 beats per minute).

The photograph shows a pacemaker, including pluto¬
nium-238 isotopic battery and pulse-generating electro¬
nics, of the type used in the recent French implantation.
It has the following main characteristics :

Pu 238 source 0.1 5 grammes

thermal power 0.075 watts
electrical output 0.0002 watts
total weight 200 grammes
dimensions 65 mm diameter

X 28 mm thick

The ENEA Study Syndicate

The seven Member countries of the ENEA Study Syndi¬

cate on Isotopic Batteries are Austria, Denmark, France,
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Germany, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. In addition

to the interest of the Syndicate in the development of a
plutonium-238 source suitable for a heart pacemaker,
work is also in progress (particularly in Switzerland and
France) on various semiconductor thermoelements for

converting the isotopic decay heat into electricity. Other
static conversion systems (thermionic, radio-photoelectric,
radio-photovoltaic, and systems using liquid thermo¬
elements) have also been investigated.

This work is being carried out without any joint budget :
all contributions are in kind, in the form of research work

undertaken in the participating countries on the basis of a
planned distribution of tasks agreed in advance. All

information resulting from this co-operation is freely
exchanged between the participants, as are the radioiso¬
topes necessary for the work and for prototype batteries.

An important part of the programme of the Study
Syndicate has been concerned with safety assessments
and tests of capsules for containing the isotope sources.
A working party on the safety of isotopic batteries has
been set up and has produced guidelines covering the
design, construction and testing of radioisotope-powered
cardiac pacemakers. These guidelines have been adopted
by the ENEA Study Syndicate, and are also to serve as a

basis for discussion with other countries (notably Canada,
United Kingdom, and United States) having development
programmes in this field, as well as with health and safety
experts. This should lead to internationally acceptable
standards governing the use of these devices. There are

in fact a number of special problems remaining in connec¬
tion with their widespread use, such as forms of control

during their manufacture, authorisation of hospitals and
doctors concerned with their implantation, formalities
governing international travel by their bearers, and regula¬
tions governing their ultimate recovery and disposal.

A Widening Field

This article has dealt mainly with isotopic batteries for
cardiac pacemakers, but the same batteries undoubtedly
have other uses not only in medicine but also in a variety
of different fields where very long life at light or intermittent
load, and without attendance, is called for.

The next important medical application, on which
studies are already underway, may well be for driving some
form of implanted pump which will be able to maintain

blood ciculation independently of heart operation. A
"battery" for this purpose is likely to use a dynamic energy
conversion system, based on a miniature steam or gas
turbine or reciprocationg engine rather than a static system
of the type adopted for pacemakers.

Isotopic batteries of still greater power (up to a few
hundreds of kilowatts) are also feasible and indeed are
in operation in such applications as remotely installed navi¬
gational aids, automatic weather stations, various types of
underwater equipment, and above all in orbiting and other
types of space vehicle.

Since 1 964 an ENEA group of experts has been concer¬
ned with isotopic generators for these various purposes,
and indeed the Study Syndicate on Isotopic Batteries was
originally established as a result of the work of this group.
The medical uses of isotopic power, which are currently
enjoying considerable prominence, in fact represent only
a small part of an ever-widening field of application of
increasing interest in all OECD countries.
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Industrial

Policy in the
United States
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Although every government has a complex
set ofrelationships with industry, these have,
in the past, received little systematic atten¬
tion. In an exposé before OECD's Industry
Committee, the United States presentedfor
thefirst time a comprehensive statement of
thefull range ofa member country 's policies
affecting industry (i). The US presentation
forms the basis ofa new OECD publication
u United States Industrial Policy" and of
the following article. Examination ofother
countries' industrialpolicies by the Industry
Committee is now underway.

i

(i) The presentation was made by Mr. W. A. Hamilton, Deputy
Assistant Secretary in the Department of Commerce,in March
of 1968.
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Nations which may be tempted to regard the
study of United States industrial policies

as a do-it-yourself handbook to guide their own
industrial expansion must first of all consider the
propitious environment America furnishes for econo¬
mic growth.

Generally abundant raw materials, a highly-
skilled labour force provided by mass education,
comparatively low barriers to social mobility, a large
degree of freedom for industry to expand without
government interference, a well-developed transpor¬
tation system and a national market big enough both
to permit specialisation and to support the large firms
necessary for efficiency have propelled the American
advance over the years.

Capital requirements for economic growth are
provided through well organised financial and stock
markets, ensuring an orderly movement of savings to
the investors most likely to make good use of them.
Through both direct stock ownership and various
devices such as pension funds and trust accounts
more than half the population has a stake in Ameri¬
can business, and there is a climate of public alertness
to business issues stimulated by the fact that for over
30 years corporations have been required to make full
disclosure of their finances and structure in order to

raise funds in public capital markets.

Dynamic, aggressive, competition-oriented busi¬
ness management has developed in a tradition of hard
work and a climate of intense commercial competi¬
tion. " Many Europeans have felt that we have an
overly destructive form of competition " the report
notes " but in fact it is thanks to this very dynamism
that we have achieved our high levels of producti¬
vity ".

There is pressure on management to use resources
to best advantage, the incentives varying from per¬
sonal pride and prestige, stock options and bonuses
to defensive considerations of job security and risk of
takeover by another company.

Management is pragmatic, rather than theoretical,
in approach and this attitude is fostered in the busi¬
ness schools which have multiplied in the last 25 years
and in which the " case-study " system of training
predominates. Thus a large number of young men
and women, drawn from the most capable 10 per cent
in the nation, are exposed at an early stage not to
strong doses of economic theory but to a study of the
best techniques for success in business and the way
these techniques have been applied in practice.

Much attention is paid to computer-aided decision¬
making. The widespread use of consultants stimul¬
ates business alertness. The reward system is very
steeply graduated; men starting out with little or
nothing can still make fortunes, sometimes very
rapidly. Management is not hobbled by security
considerations either at its lower or highest levels;
mobility is an essential characteristic of dynamic
American management, although a trend may now

be developing away from job-switching between
companies, and towards greater movement within
the large corporate structures. " Vertical mobility "
provides the stimulus for aggressiveness; in selecting
men for promotion the American firm has, in most
cases, simply abandoned the traditional seniority
approach.

The educational background of the US work force
is an important factor in its ability to comprehend
and utilise the most efficient productive processes.
A larger proportion of the population has attained
higher levels of education than in most other countr¬
ies, providing a larger pool of potential managers in
all fields. The educational level of the labour force

is dissimilar to that in Europe; whereas a 3-year
span of completed school years can cover the educa¬
tion level of nearly two-thirds of the male workers in
Erance and three-quarters of those in the United
Kingdom, an equivalent span covers only 40 per cent
in the United States, where large numbers appear in
the upper and lower educational ranges as well as in
the middle. This diversity allows broad possibilities
of matching workers' education with the require¬
ments of specific types of work.

The Dynamism ofDiversity

Although the advantages of bigness - - financial
strength, availability of high-level management con¬
sultation, facility in advertising and research - - are
often hailed as the secret of American business

success, the structure that has grown up is one of
great diversity, ranging from the single-proprietor
firm with sales of only a few thousand dollars a year
to the industrial giants whose annual sales reach into
the billions of dollars. The continued growth of
large firms (including in recent years the establish¬
ment of " conglomerate " and " congeneric " compa¬
nies) has been matched by a marked rise in the
number of very small firms which shared in the gene¬
ral prosperity of the l!)60's, particularly in finance,
insurance, real estate and the service trades. The
continued existence of the small firm has also been a

source of economic strength : free of internal bureau¬
cracy, it can make quick decisions and move rapidly
into situations where its bigger competitors are handi¬
capped by delay in the top echelons.

Larger companies, particularly those based on
science and technology, have shown an increasing
tendency to help a segment of their management and
staff break away to form new firms, to exploit new
ideas which are not in the mainstream of the larger
companies' interests. Many such firms have been
launched by two or three men from a research labo¬
ratory or an engineering department who strike out
on their own, often with nothing but paperwork and
" think tank " activities while awaiting their first
chance at concrete operations.

(continued on page 34)
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There is a countervailing tendency in some in¬
dustries towards smaller plants as affluence fractional-
ises consumers' demand, spreads it over a wider
variety of goods and increases the demand for higher
quality custom-made products as against low-cost
volume-produced goods. Automation has enabled
plants to be more efficient at lower levels of production
and this too has been a contributing factor.

The resulting diversity can be traced to the ten¬
dency of American business to " follow its nose ",
taking into account changes in public taste and in
technology, and this flexibility is cited by the report
as " a fundamental source of United States' economic

strength ".

The Role of Government

If is in the context of keeping the environment
favourable for business that the need for government
action is in the main judged. In particular this
means maintaining reasonably predictable structures
relating to capital availability and labour and mater¬
ial costs. Overall, the government sees its function
as one of ensuring a healthy industry, capable of
providing the goods and services the nation requires.
The method is on the whole a reactive one rather than

a formal planning structure.
Government influence on business is exerted in a

number of ways. Simply as buyer of goods and
services, the Federal, state and local governments in
1967 took 22 per cent of the country's GNP, thus
directly determining the manner in which a large
share of American productive capacity is used.
Government decisions such as those to build a super¬
sonic transport plane, to make a manned landing on
the moon, to improve educational facilities and to
improve the system of interstate highways obviously
have important effects on the growth of the economy.
Some imply substantial research and development
efforts which may, in turn, bring innovations altering
the course of growth of entire industries and
areas, creating research and developing management
capabilities in certain firms even if no direct spin-off
is evident.

The choice of suppliers is based in principle on
considerations of quality and performance; but the
" set aside " contract system allows preference to
be given to areas with high unemployment, or to
small firms.

Action may also be taken to allay possible adverse ef¬
fects on regional economies of government purchasing.
Thus, for example, whole cities built up during World
War II around newly created national laboratories
could not simply be " turned off " after the war, but
specific steps have been taken to prevent them
from becoming single activity towns. An energetic
effort is made not to promote a monopolistic situation
through government financed research and develop¬
ment. Although of necessity major hardware items
or R and D projects often go to rather large companies,

contract requirements include sharing the work or
spreading it among subcontractors.

The Means ofImplementing Policy

Direct government assistance to industry is quite
limited. Out of a total of $15 billion in federal

development assistance funds appropriated in 1967,
for example, only $138 million was specifically ear¬
marked for business loans. Likewise specific controls
apply only in exceptional cases, although in recent
years their number has grown in some areas. By far
the most usual way of influencing the economy is
indirect, through what might be called " global
steering " -- the use of fiscal and monetary policies.

It is only in fairly recent times that the Govern¬
ment has placed high priority on systematically
varying its fiscal and monetary policies in order to
counter inflationary trends and economic recessions,
and the " art " of global steering is still considered to
be in a somewhat " primitive " state in many res¬
pects. Nevertheless, it is generally agreed that co¬
ordination between moves in government spending,
taxation and Federal Reserve discount rates is

necessary. Major tax cuts in 1964 and 1965 and a
sharp rise in Federal spending between mid 1965 and
mid 1967 are generally recognised as having contribut¬
ed substantially to sustained economic growth in the
1960s.

Fiscal policy has also been used to increase pro¬
ductivity. Thus an investment tax credit of up to
7 per cent has been permitted at certain times to
encourage productive investment and depreciation
guidelines have been introduced which permit equip¬
ment to be written off more rapidly than under
preceding rules.

The other main policy instruments are :

Wage and Price Policy In recent years the Fede¬
ral government has taken a more active part in collec¬
tive bargaining between labour and management and
has used its powers to call for compulsory arbitration
when that seemed necessary. Generally, however,
the Departments of Labour and Commerce, together
with the Council of Economic Advisers have tried

through persuasion to restrain wage and price
increases that were believed to run counter to the

national interest.

Anti-trust Action To maintain competition in the
various industries the Government exerts and has

lately stepped up - - its efforts under the anti-trust
laws. It now appears that the Government chal¬
lenges almost all horizontal mergers of firms
engaged in substantially the same type of operation

if together they account for a sizeable share of the
market for their products. Vertical mergers
between two companies in a customer-supplier rela¬
tionship are similarly likely to be held illegal if the
competitive impact of the merger would reduce
competition significantly or if it is likely to raise
substantial barriers to the future entry of new firms.
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The " conglomerate " mergers which have lately
taken the limelight join firms whose operations and
products are dissimilar, and their effect on competi¬
tion is not easy to determine.

Regulation by Special Government Agencies - - The
Interstate Commerce Commission, the Federal Power
Commission and the Federal Communications Com¬

mission have specific powers to prescribe rates and
issue licenses.

Trade Policy - - Adjustment assistance for firms
and workers injured as a result of a rise in imports is
intended to reduce pressures to raise import barriers
by improving the adaptability of the United States
economy to competitive challenges from abroad.

Consumer Protection At the time the report was
written, major emphasis was on government inspec¬
tion, restrictions on labelling, protection against sales
of hazardous appliances, compulsory automobile
safety standards.

Anti-poverty programmes - Policies directed to¬
wards helping disadvantaged people are characteristic
features of economic life but have been receiving
increased attention.

Policies to assist adaptation Improving the
mobility and adaptability of labour through govern¬
ment placement services and training programmes,
as well as other activities which have included, e.g.
promotion of job restructuring and redefinition so as
to make better use of less-skilled workers. To

encourage the mobility of capital, broad programmes
have been undertaken to encourage firms to set up
plants in depressed areas (1).

Federal Promotion of Research and Development -
The Government provides an incentive to the indi¬
vidual businessman to conduct or to contract out

scientific work through special tax treatment as well
as carrying out a large part of its own research pro¬
gramme in private industry.

Counter Measures against Industrial Disutilities -
Government and industry are co-operating in carrying
out a series of studies on the economic impact of the
fight against air and water pollution. Some Federal
agencies have funds to help finance anti-pollution
experiments. Other agencies are concentrating on
gathering and disseminating [the] most economical
techniques developed privately. In 1958 it was
estimated that $26 to $29 billion would be needed

over five years to clean up the nation's waterways.
In 1967 an Air Quality Control Act was passed,
and a joint government-industry programme of basic
research on air pollution by motor vehicles was
initiated in 1968 at an estimated cost of $10 million.

Policies lo Help Small Business The health of the
small business community is important to the well-
being of the American economy, and the tradition of
independent entrepreneurship is encouraged. Among
the special agencies dealing with particular aspects of
business is the Small Business Administration which

helps small firms to survive and grow through loans,
technical assistance, management training and other
programmes. These measures have been supple

mented recently by " Project Own " which is designed
to enlarge opportunities for minority groups to own
and operate businesses; management assistance as
well as help in financing are offered, especially in
retail and service enterprises.

A New Type ofPartnership
The forms of co-operation between industry and

government are as varied as the programmes them¬
selves. Activities affecting industry are spread
throughout the government structure and often the
states are involved as well since many measures
affecting industry are financed by federal grants-in-
aid to state governments. In some programmes such
as the Economic Development Administration federal
and state efforts are joined by those of local govern¬
ment.

Within the individual federal bureaux, daily
contacts with the detailed developments in specific
industries are sometimes very intense. Thus during
a copper strike in 1967-1968 the Department of
Commerce was the only place where the nation-wide
supply situation was known in detail.

New channels of communication between industry
and the Government are continually being explored;
one approach has been an " industry dialogue " in
which a small number of industrial leaders (15 or so)
have met with some five government officials to iden¬
tify needs not being given sufficient attention by one
or the other party. A concrete result of this approach
was the contribution of industry to a programme to
train the hard-core unemployed : more than 100 private
linns made a commitment to hire given numbers of
these people and to lend senior executives on a
full-time basis to administer the programme.

This example illustrates the type of partnership
with industry that is one of the main objectives of
government industrial policy. The Government's
philosophy regarding the role private enterprise
should play in dealing with public sector problems
like health, education, manpower, urban renewal
and others, recognises that government capacity and
facilities are often insufficient to mount the kind of

attack needed from the viewpoints of cost, time and
the necessary diversity of points of approach. Its
inclination thus is to encourage private enterprise to
devise ways of conducting profitable business in
dealing with such problems. To cite just one
example, private interests have in some cases bought
air rights over city-owned land, used those rights to
build combined school facilities and private apart¬
ments, and then leased the school facilities back to

the city. This kind of approach to meeting public
needs can result in the creation of new commercial

markets, the fuller utilisation of private enterprise's
technological capacity, and savings for the public
sector as well.

(1) See OECD Observer No. 36, October 1968, "Region¬
al Economic Development in the United States ".
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THE AID PROGRAMMES

OF THE COMMUNIST

COUNTRIES

Detailed information on the development assistance programmes of

the communist countries is presented in " Resources for the Develop¬

ing World" (1) the main purpose of which is to analyse the aid

programmes of the Member countries of OECD's Development

Assistance Committee. The following article is based on information

to be found in this study.

(1) " Resources for the Developing World : The Flow of Financial Resources to the Less-

Developed Countries", OECD, May 1970. See also "Policy in the Soviet Bloc on Aid to

Developing Countries ", by Vassil Vassilev in the " Development Centre Studies " series.

assistance is more subject to differ¬
ences in estimation than are commit¬

ments made to non-communist coun¬

tries. The latter are thought to have
reached a cumulative total of $ 9.7 bil¬

lion in 1 968, with the USSR account¬

ing for almost two-thirds of the total.

This is roughly three times the figure
tentatively adopted for the actual flow
to these countries (see Table 3).

(7) An evaluation of the flow of resources
from communist countries to developing
countries is rendered difficult by the absence
of official statistics. Data on communist

aid compiled by the United Nations and
the US State Department re/ate exclusively
to commitments. These data differ some¬

what from each other and are substantially
higher than the figures cited sporadically in
Soviet publications. Estimates of actual

disbursements and repayments vary consider¬
ably. There is, however, general agreement
that the pipeline of unexpended funds has
been substantial.

(2) However, according to the UN
Year Book of International Trade Statistics,

USSR imports from non-communist develo¬
ping countries in 1967 amounted to only
about 0.25 per cent of its estimated GNP.

The flow of development
assistance from the com¬

munist countries to the developing
nations is roughly estimated at 0.3 per
cent of the joint gross national product
of the USSR, the developed Eastern
European countries and China (1).
This figure includes not only aid to

non-communist developing countries,
which is the subject of most available
studies, and which has amounted to

less than 0.1 per cent of GNP since
it began in 1954, but also the much

larger flow of resources to communist

developing countries which began 7
years earlier. (See Tables 1 and 2).

So far the communist countries

have resisted any pressure put upon
them for commitment to a fixed per¬
centage of national product devoted

to aid. They do not feel obliged to
reach the one per cent target adopted
by the Member countries of OECD's

Development Assistance Committee
since it is their belief that they are not
responsible for the economic under¬
development of the Third World. It
should also be borne in mind that some

of the communist donor countries

themselves belong to the category of
developing countries if judged by the
level of their per capita income. Fur¬

thermore, communist governments
claim that trade with less-developed
countries is more important than
aid (2).

The actual flow of development

1. NET DISBURSEMENTS FROM COMMUNIST

COUNTRIES TO NON-COMMUNIST LESS-DEVELOPED

COUNTRIES (1) % million

1955- I 1960 1961 1962 1963

1959

1964 1965 1966 1967 1 968 Total

550 200 300 400 375 375 325 350 350 325 3 550

(1 ) Tentative estimates based on a variety of sources.

2. ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE TO COMMUNIST

LESS-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES (1) (million dollars)

Recipients Total

1947-

USSR

1968

East

Europe

Mainland

China

China 1,500/

2,000

1,500/
2,000

Mongolia,
North Vietnam and 4,300/

North Korea 4,650

2,800 600/
650

900/
1,200

Cuba 3,200 2,500 370 330

TOTAL 9,000/

9,850

6,800/

7,300

970/

1,020

1,230/

1,530

(1 ) OECD Secretariat tentative estimates
Foreign Aid " by M. 1. Goldman.

on the basis of tarious sources 'nc/uding " Soviet
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These commitments have fluctua¬

ted substantially during the 1960's
and fell off sharply during 1967 and
1968. This, however, does not nec¬

essarily mean a fundamental change
in communist countries' attitudes to

aid but may be attributable to the

build-up of the pipeline during the

years 1964-1966, to a lack of good
projects and to the reluctance on the
part of some developing countries to
accept aid offers made by communist
countries. (In 1 968, for the first time,
the Eastern European countries com¬

mitted more aid to less-developed

countries than the Soviet Union.)

The discrepancy between the fig¬
ures on commitments and those on

the actual flow is mainly due to time

lags which occur in all aid programmes
but have been unusually long for those
of the communist countries. (Net
disbursements have also been affected

by the increasing reverse flow in
recent years.)

These delays or "project pipe¬
lines" are linked to the fact that aid

to non-communist countries is heavily

project-oriented and the shortage of
technical and management skills in
recipient countries is therefore parti¬
cularly felt as is their inability to pro¬
vide local currency in many cases.

Aid to other communist countries

on the contrary has not been subject
to such delays, and disbursements

have even preceded commitments in
some cases when, for instance, the

USSR exported goods expecting im¬
mediate payment but the recipient
was unable to fulfil the agreement;

the resulting gap in the trade bal¬
ance had to be converted into an aid

credit. Normally, Soviet aid to com¬
munist less-developed countries con¬
sists of goods delivered over a period
of at least five years. Most of Soviet
aid to China in the early 1950's took
the form of short-term credits to bridge
the deficit in the trade balance result¬

ing from the Soviet Union's export
surplus with China in those years.
(From 1 949 to 1 955, the USSR export¬
ed to China about S 1 ,000 million more

than it received in return.) In the case
of Cuba, aid from communist coun¬
tries has taken the form of balance-of-

payments support and sugar subsi¬
dies.

3. ECONOMIC AID COMMITMENTS TO NON-COMMUNIST

LESS-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES (1) (million dollars)

1954-63 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1954-68

USSR 3,346 698 432 1,244 269 307 6,296

Eastern Europe 1,023 240 534 213 89 361 2,460

China 414 290 109 31 49 56 949

Total 4,783 1,228 1,075 1,488 407 724 9,705

(1) Based on US Department of State statistics. According to UN statistics which do not include
credits to Turkey (S 218 million) and Greece ($ 84 million), total commitments by communist
countries amounted to S 9,339 million. According to the Moscow Institute of Economics of
the World Socialist System, the communist countries excluding China committed over S 6,640
million until 1967.

4. GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF COMMUNIST

COUNTRIES AID COMMITMENTS. 1954-1968

USSR Eastern Europe Chtina

Million % of Million % of Million % of
dollars total dollars total dollars total

Africa 858 14 348 14 296 31

of which

Algeria 232 4 22 7 50 5

Ghana 89 1 102 4 40 4

Far East 411 7 294 12 239 25

of which :

Indonesia 372 6 263 11 105 77

Burma 14 X 26 1 84 9

Latin America 187 3 256 10

of which :

Brazil 85 1 227 9

Near East and

South Asia 4,840 77 1,562 63 414 44

of which :

Afghanistan 697 11 12 X 28 3

India 1,593 25 355 14

Iran 508 8 331 13

Nepal 20 X 62 7

Pakistan 178 3 56 2 109 77

Syria 233 4 169 7 16 2

UAR 1,011 16 562 23 106 11

Total 6,296 100 2,460 100 949 100

X - less than one per cent

Communist countries' aid is geographically concentrated in Asia and the Near East and taken
together represents a major source of assistance in several countries, in particular Afghanistan,
the UAR and India. The figures refer only to non-communist developing countries ; if aid to
Cuba, Mongolia, North Vietnam, North Korea and in the 1950's to China were included,
the share of the Far East and Latin America would considerably increase. As to disbursements,
official data are lacking, but it is believed that the four largest recipient countries through 1968
have been India, the United Arab Republic, Afghanistan and Indonesia.

The Type of Assistance

The stated objectives of commu¬
nist development assistance are to
strengthen the political and economic
independence of the developing na

tions by creating new economic acti¬
vities to replace the colonial structure
of their economies. The communist

countries believe that these goals can

be reached primarily through indus¬
trialisation and by expanding the
state-owned sector of the economy.

All programmes are almost exclu¬
sively bilateral. The communist coun¬
tries do not belong to the World Bank
Group or participate in the World Food
Programme, and contributions by the
USSR to the United Nations Develop¬

ment Programme amounted to only
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2.4 per cent of the total over the years
1950-1967. (2.6 per cent for 1968
if the East European countries are

included.)

But there are marked differences

between the type of assistance given
by China and the Soviet Union. The

latter is concentrated on big industry
or infrastructure : about 70 per cent of
Soviet aid has been directed to indus¬

trial projects like the Bhilai and Bokara
steel works in India (2.5 million tons
combined capacity), and it is India
which has received the largest share
of Soviet aid (see Table 4). Geological
prospecting has played an important
role in aid to Afghanistan, Algeria, the
Congo Brazzaville, Guinea, India, In¬

donesia, Iraq, Mali, Pakistan, Syria,
Tanzania, United Arab Republic and
Yemen. Nine per cent of assistance
has been devoted to transport and
communications projects like the
500 km. railway from Baghdad to
Basrah in Iraq and the 750 km. rail¬
road from Kamishla to Port Latakia in

Syria.

China, on the other hand has con¬

centrated on immediately productive
medium and small-sized projects
mainly in food processing, light indus¬
try and small-scale infrastructure. In

1 967, however, China agreed to assist
in the construction of a 1,680 km.

railroad in Tanzania and Zambia, the

"Tan-Zam railroad", which might be¬
come the biggest Chinese aid projet
to date at a cost of an estimated

$ 300 million. Aid to agriculture
plays a more important role than in
other communist aid programmes.

There is also a difference between

China and the other communist coun¬

tries as to the terms of assistance.

Grants account for only a minor share
of Soviet and Eastern European aid
to non-communist countries ; the bulk

consists of development credits calling
for repayment over 8 to 1 2 years at an
interest rate of 2 1 /2 to 3 per cent.
In 1966 and 1967 commercial credits

with a somewhat higher interest rate
(3 to 5.3 per cent), shorter maturity
(3 to 10 years), and a downpayment
of up to 20 per cent became more
important in new commitments. Chi¬

nese aid is extended on considerably
softer terms, most of it being interest-
free loans and grants.

The aid granted by all of the com¬
munist countries is fully tied to procure¬
ment and expert services in donor

countries. However, some triangular
arrangements are known. For exam¬

ple, Cuba was able to use the equiva¬
lent of S 24 million obtained from the

The steel works at Bhilai

USSR to purchase machinery from
Eastern Germany. Repayments on
loans from communist countries are

made either in goods or in local curren¬

cy but sometimes also in freely conver¬
tible currency, depending on the
conditions laid down in the aid

agreement.

Technical assistance, like capital
assistance, is extended largely on a
credit basis with the exception of
scholarships for university, technical
and secondary school studies, which
are usually grants.

Recognising that shortages of tech¬
nical skills and trained administrative

and managerial personnel in deve¬
loping countries hinder the effective

implementation of aid programmes,
the communist countries have provi¬
ded a great number of experts who
are mainly engaged in a planning or
supervisory capacity in less-developed
countries. They numbered about
22,000 in 1 966 and 1 967, and 21 ,000

in 1968, with the USSR accounting
for about half the total. Generally
most of the personnel from commu¬
nist countries is attached to specific

projects; in African countries, how¬

ever, a large number of experts, in
particular those from East European
countries, are engaged in non-project
activities as doctors, teachers, plan¬
ners and advisers.

As to the scholarship programme,
it received great emphasis in the early
1 960's but has levelled off since 1 964,

probably because of a shortage of
places and stricter academic standards
in the communist countries. All in

all 30,000 students from non-com¬

munist developing countries are esti¬
mated to have taken academic training
in communist countries since 1956,

of whom over 65 per cent studied in
the USSR. Roughly a third of these
had completed their training by 1 967-
1 968, their two main fields of specia¬
lisation being engineering and medi¬
cine. Lumumba University, which
was established in Moscow in 1960

for students from less-developed
countries, was the most frequented
centre of study. A similar institution

the November 17th University in
Czechoslovakia has more than

2,000 students.
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continued from page 3

area are now rising by 5 per cent a year an unacceptably
fast rate which is double the average over most of the past
decade. They agreed that priority must be given to the
elimination of this heightened inflationary pressure. While
Governments are determined to avoid any cumulative

downturn of production and employment, Ministers
agreed on the need to persevere in most countries with
the restrictive demand management policies already
adopted. To achieve stability it will also be desirable to
combine these policies with other measures of a structural
and more selective nature. According to circumstances,

such measures may include manpower policies, regional
and sectoral policies, incomes policies, and efforts to
increase competition, nationally and internationally. In
this context, Ministers underlined the importance of
continued trade liberalisation.

Ministers noted that recent parity changes and demand
management policies have led to sounder balance-of-
payments positions for a number of major countries,
though further progress remains to be made. They recog

nised that in many countries existing high interest rates
are an important element in present action against inflation.
They also recognised, however, that high rates have certain
disadvantages from the economic and social point of
view. Ministers noted that as and when opportunities to
relax national monetary policies arise, it will be important
to see that they remain reasonably in line so as to avoid
their being a major source of new international payments
difficulties.

Economic Growth - Quantitative

and Qualitative Objectives for the 1970s

Ministers noted that the growth of real national product
in the OECD area as a whole of 50 per cent, set by the
Ministerial Council in 1961 as a collective target for the
decade 1960-1970, will be attained and even surpassed.

They agreed that steady and sustainable economic expan¬
sion, combined with internal and external stability,

remains essential, both as a means of bettering the well-

being of the people of their own countries and as a basis
for promoting the trade and development of developing
countries. They also noted that the developing Member
countries attained higher than average rates of growth

(Top Left) : Left to right, Roll Hancke, Head of the Permanent Delegation of Norway to OECD: Ole Myrvoll, Minister of Finance. Norway; Krister Wickman. Minister for Economic
Affairs and Industry, Sweden; Eivind Erichsen, Ministry of Finance, Norway.

( Bottom left) : Left to right. Tadao Kato, Head of the Permanent Delegation of Japan to OECD; Kiichi Miyazawa. Minister of International Trade and Industry, Japan: Kiyohiko
Tsurumi, Director-General of the Economic Affairs Bureau, Japan.

(Top right) : Jean Leroy. Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Belgium; Roger Ockrent. Head of the Permanent Delegation of Belgium to OECD : Henri Fayat, Minister for Foreign Trade
Belgium.

(Botton right) : Borivoje Jelic, Federal Secretary for the National Economy, Yugoslavia; Bozidar Franges, Head of the Permanent Delegation of Yugoslavia to OECD.



during the past decade and stressed the importance of a
similar achievement during the coming decade.

Having considered the potentialities of their economies
for future growth, Ministers set an increase in the real
national product in the OECD area as a whole of the order

of 65 per cent as a collective growth objective for the
decade 1 970-1 980, in the sense that such a rate of growth,
together with other objectives of policy such as the
achievement of better long-term price performance, should
constitute the framework within which Member countries

will determine their economic policies. They recognised
that, in the light of developments over the last decade, the
experience of different countries over the coming decade
can be expected to be diverse. Ministers stressed that
growth is not an end in itself, but rather an instrument for
creating better conditions of life. Increased attention

must be given to the qualitative aspects of growth, and to
the formulation of policies with respects to the broad eco¬
nomic and social choices involved in the allocation of

growing resources. Ministers emphasised that an im¬
portant task of OECD will be to assist Governments in
these aims.

Environmental Problems

In modern societies, economic expansion, technological
changes and rapid urbanisation are accompanied by new
and pressing environmental problems. Over a number of
years the Organisation has acquired valuable experience
in this field through its work on air and water pollution,
noise, transport problems and urban management. Minis¬
ters agreed that this work should be pursued along lines
proposed by the Secretary-General with a view to assessing
the economic and trade implications of environmental
policies, relating such policies to qualitative objectives of
growth policies and proposing concerted solutions to
problems having substantial international implications.
Ministers noted that the Secretary-General will shortly put
forward proposals to the Council for adapting the Organi¬
sation's structures to ensure proper co-ordination of
environmental activities.

The Role of OECD in the Co-ordination
of Economic Policies

Ministers stressed the important role played by the
Organisation in the co-ordination of economic policies
among Member countries and agreed on the need to
render this coordination more effective. Having noted
suggestions put forward to this end, they requested the
Secretary-General to submit proposals to the Council as
soon as possible for further consideration. Ministers also

agreed on the need for continued consultation within the
Organisation to ensure that Member countries' balance-of-

payments aims are compatible.

Co-operation with the Developing Countries

As the international community embarks on the Second
Development Decade, Ministers reaffirmed the resolve of

Member countries, in conformity with the OECD Conven¬
tion, to play their full part in the development effort for the
1 970s.

Ministers discussed developments regarding the vol¬
ume of resource flows to the developing countries. All
members of the Development Assistance Committee intend
to increase their total flows. Several of the members are

already exceeding the 1 per cent of GNP target recommen¬
ded at the Second UNCTAD, and some of the other mem¬
bers have accepted 1975, or an earlier date, for attainment
of the target. Several countries have thus far accepted a
supplementary target dealing only with official develop¬
ment assistance. Ministers recognised that it was urgent
for their Governments to take appropriate decisions with
respect to aid volume and decided that these questions will
be further discussed in the DAC with particular reference
to current negotiations in the United Nations on the strategy
for the Second Development Decade. They recognised
also the need to increase the share of the contributions to

multilateral organisations in the overall resources devoted

to aid, taking account of the growing capacity of these
institutions to use funds effectively.

Ministers recognised that a policy designed to increase
the volume of aid must be accompanied by efforts to
improve its conditions. With these two objectives

(Left) : left to right, Antonio Giolitti. Minister tor the Budget and Economic Planning, Italy; Francesco Accardo. Director-General of the Budget Ministry. Italy.
etary-General, OECD; Pierre-Pa"' Schweitzer. Managing Director, International Monetary Fund.
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Left to right Sir Frank Figgures, Second Secretary, United Kingdom Treasury; Robert S. McNamara, President .World Bank; Roy H. Jenkins. Chancellor of the Exchequer
United Kingdom.

view. Governments represented in the DAC should consider
progressively reducing aid tying, especially where it adds
to the cost of goods to developing countries or distorts
trading patterns. Member countries indicated their willing¬
ness to seek jointly the means to relax aid tying and request¬
ed that this question, as well as means to increase the
volume of aid, be on the Agenda for the DAC High-Level
Meeting in Tokyo next September. Moreover, a number
of Member countries declared their intention favourably

to consider reducing aid tying in appropriate specific
cases.

Ministers took note of the progress made with regard to
the establishment of a mutually acceptable system of

generalised tariff preferences in favour of developing coun¬
tries. They noted the useful consultations which Member
countries have held with the developing countries within
UNCTAD on this matter. They also recognised the efforts
still required to move on to the stage where concerted
proposals can be presented to the UNCTAD. Ministers
gave general guidance with a view to solving the more
important remaining difficulties prior to the coming Session
of the Trade and Development Board of UNCTAD. This
would enable the General Assembly of the United Nations
to take account of the position reached when it takes up the
question of the Second Development Decade this coming

autumn. Ministers expressed their determination to
implement generalised preferences as soon as Govern¬
ments have obtained the necessary legislative or other
sanction.

An effective approach to the problem of development

requires a coherent policy at both the national and inter¬
national level. Ministers agreed that the broader and
more intensive approach recently adopted within the
Organisation for the development of such a policy should
be actively pursued, with a view to taking further construc¬
tive action to promote growth and diversification in deve¬
loping countries. They declared the support of Member
Governments for the effort to draw up a comprehensive,
coherent and integrated International Development Stra¬
tegy for the Decade.

East-West contacts

Ministers underlined the interest of the Members of

the Organisation in contacts between East and West,
expressed at the Ministerial Council in 1966. They
agreed that the Council should continue to examine the
role of the Organisation in this matter on the basis of pro¬
posals to be prepared by the Secretary-General, with a
view to possible broadening of such contacts.
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NEW OECD PUBLICATIONS

Economic Surveys'' 1969-1970 series:

SWEDEN (62 pages) FRANCE (88 pages)

UNITED STATES (48 pages)

Each issue 	 5s. 6d. $0.80 F 3,60 Sw.fr. 3,00
DM 2.80

Subscription to 1969-/970 series 	1 4.2s. $ 11.80

F 54,00 Sw.fr. 43,20 DM35.70

THE OUTLOOK FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH. A

summary report on experience, prospects and problems of
policy 1960-1980. (See article page ).

44 pages 14s. $2.00 F 9,00 Sw.fr. 8,00 DM6.30

THE CAPITAL MARKET, INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL

MOVEMENTS, RESTRICTIONS ON CAPITALOPER-
ATIONS IN AUSTRIA

32 pages 	 9s. 6d.
DM 4.20

$ 1.50 F 6.00 Sw.fr. 5,50

LABOUR FORCE STATISTICS, 1957-1 968/STATIS-
TIQUES DE LA POPULATION ACTIVE

200 pages bilingual 	 £ 1.9s. $ 4.25 F 19,00
Sw.fr. 16.50 DM 13.00

RESOURCES FOR THE DEVELOPING WORLD. The

flow of financial resources to less-developed countries
1962-1968.

342 pages 	 £ 2 S 5.75 F 26,00 Sw.fr. 22,50
DM 17.50

A source of basic reference material on the assistance progtammes of
individual donor countries and on overall official and private financial
flows. This report is complementary to the Annual Report by the
Chairman of the OECD's Development Assistance Committee.

Series "Technical Papers" of the Development Centre:

AN APPRAISAL OF "INCOME" ELASTICITIES FOR

TOTAL FOOD CONSUMPTION IN DEVELOPING

COUNTRIES, by Quirino Paris

54 pages 	 9s. 6cl. $ 1.50 F 6,00 Sw.fr. 5,50
DM 4.20

CATALOGUE OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVE¬

LOPMENT INSTITUTES AND PROGRAMMES

TRAINING (May 1970)

414 pages ...£ 1.14s. $4.75 F 22,00 Sw.fr. 19,00
DM 15.00

This new edition lists some 105 institutes and uses a standard layout
to provide information on over 180 specialisation programmes avail¬
able in Europe, North and South America, Africa and Asia. The

new catalogue contains up-to-date indications regarding institutes
included in the previous edition, together with information concerning
institutes which have not previously been included.

FOOD MARKETING AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

132 pages 	 £1 $3.00 F 13,00 Sw.fr. 11,50
DM9.10

A study on the transformations of the food marketing sector as a
result of economic growth and of the consequent effects of these
changes on agriculture itself. It stresses the growing interdepen¬
dence of agriculture and food marketing (processing and distribution)
and the significant role of economic growth in the development of
the marketing sector.

THIRD PARTY LIABILITY AND INSURANCE IN THE

FIELD OF MARITIME CARRIAGE OF NUCLEAR

SUBSTANCES. Monaco Symposium 7-11 October
1968

534 pages .
DM 25.00

£ 2.12s. $7.50 F 34,00 Sw.fr.28,50

NUCLEAR LAW BULLETIN N° 5

36 pages ( Subscription for one year : 2 issues and supple¬
ments to be published from January to December)
18s. 6d. $2.75 F 12.00 Sw.fr.'10,50 DM8.40

STATISTICS OF ENERGY, 1 954-1 968/STATISTI-
QUES DE L'ENERGIE

272 pages bilingual 	 £ 1.17s. $ 5.25 F 24,00
Sw.fr. 21,00 DM 16.30

UNITED STATES INDUSTRIAL POLICIES. (See
page 32)

170 pages . £1.7s.6d. $4.00 F 18,00 Sw.fr. 16,00
DM 12.50

TEXTILE INDUSTRY IN OECD COUNTRIES, 1968-
1969/L'INDUSTRIE TEXTILE DANS LES PAYS DE
L'OCDE

188 pages bilingual
Sw.fr. 12,50 DM9.80

I Lis. $3.00 F 14,00

THE HIDES, SKINS AND FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY

IN OECD COUNTRIES. 1968-1969 Statistics /
L'INDUSTRIE DES CUIRS ET PEAUX ET DE LA

CHAUSSURE DANS LES PAYS DE L'OCDE

102 pages bilingual 	 £ 1.1s. $ 3.00 F 14,00
Sw.fr. 12,50 DM 9.80

NC MACHINE TOOLS. Their introduction in the engi¬
neering industries

94 pages 	 17s. $ 2.50 F 11.00 Sw.fr. 10,00
DM7.70

Against the background of an analysis of the principal economic and
technical factors which determine the trends in and structure of

Member countries' machine tool industries, this report examines the
development of numerically controlled machine tools and their intro¬
duction in the engineering industries. It also stresses the fact that
the initial technological advance of the US in this field seems to bedimi-
nishing but risks are becoming larger due to the fact that Europe still
shows a certain hesitation in using numerically controlled machining.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND DEFINITIONS IN THE

FIELD OF FRICTION, WEAR AND LUBRIFICATION

Tribology (Equivalent terms in Français, Deutsch,
Itaiiano, Espanol, Nippon)

170 pages . £1.4s.6d. $3.50 F 16,00 Sw.fr. 14,00
DM 11.00

International Seminars :

1967-2. WORKERS' NEGOTIATED SAVINGS

PLANS FOR CAPITAL FORMATION. Regional Trade
Union Seminar, Florence 23rd-24th May 1967. Final
Report

174 pages .... £ Lis. $ 3.00 F 14,00 Sw.fr. 12,50
DM 9.80
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